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Foreword
The Pan-Baltic project “Agora” is an EU-financed INTERREG IIIB-project with the lead
partner Greifswald University. It is a so called lighthouse project closed related to the Baltic
21 organization.
Our part of the Agora-project, which has been carried out by Leif Nilsson, Kalmar University
and Göran Andersson, Södertörn University College, has concentrated on the use of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Global Positioning Systems (GPS) as an
infrastructure support for tourism marketing in rural areas.
Leif Nilsson has been involved in computing for over 40 years and was a part time computer
teacher for several years during the late seventies and early eighties. At that time he was
employed at the research institute at Växjö University, Sweden. Since then Leif has been
involved in tourism education at university level as well as managing a private company.
For the last seven years he has been working with GIS applications within the tourism
industry. This interest has resulted in an active participation in the Agora project subsequent
to an invitation from the Lead-partner, Professor Wilhelm Steingrube at Greifswald
University and Mr. Olle Mellander formerly of the Swedish Tourism Board (STB).
Göran Andersson was the managing director of an IT-consultant company during the 1980s
where he worked with system development and implementation from a customer oriented and
commercial perspective. At the beginning of 1990s he researched “IT-strategies in service
companies” and took his doctor’s degree in 1997 in the area of “success factors in service
businesses” at Stockholm University, where a large study of the tourism sector was being
conducted at that time. From the late 1990s, as the head of tourism studies at Södertörn´s
University College (SH), he has developed different tourism courses, conducted tourism
research projects and founded the academic discipline, Tourism Studies. After a joint
planning session with Leif Nilsson and later discussions with colleagues at SH, Olle
Mellander and professor Wilhelm Steingrube he was invited to join the Agora-project.
The Baltic Sea Region can be characterized by large areas of unspoiled countryside with
economic problems. In many municipalities and rural areas, tourism seems to be an
opportunity to support regional development in the future. The key-word is sustainability
– which can be taken to mean development with the economic benefits, the effects on nature
and the social structure kept in a balance.
Geographical Information System (GIS) is a computer based technology developed during the
last part of the 20th Century, initially as a method to hold large amounts of information related
to geographical locations and enable that information to be manipulated and then presented in
a visual perspective. A necessary adjunct to this is a Global Positioning System (GPS) which
through the use of satellites and further computer technology enables any location in 3dimensional space e.g. the surface of the world, to be defined by a set of co-ordinates which
can be considered analogous to latitude, longitude and height above mean
sea level. However one can find different opinions of what GIS really is? For example, Jack
Dangermond, ESRI president has stated that that “The application of GIS is limited only by
the imagination of those who use it.”
We can see that there are still barriers between different groups of people involved in the
tourism industry. For example we have noticed that when professional architects or planners
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in a municipality participate in a GIS project they have not understood its full potential.
Through modern technical tools like GIS, we can increase the quality of the tourist industry,
find new tourism products and manage information about the countryside and small villages.
This can lead to better information on the requirements placed on the infrastructure and
thereby provide additional information for planning the future.
To achieve its objectives we believe that any GIS application should achieve the following:
• it must present the destination and its related information in a visual manner (visualise) and
stimulate the viewer to make a visit.
• it should be a service instrument which can give extended service to the tourist, before,
during and after their visit, at a lower cost of marketing.
• it could be used for destination development and thereby linked to other public planning
systems.
We believe that GIS applications will be integrated with other IT-systems such as booking
systems and Internet portals and that, in the longer term GIS applications will stimulate
employment, trade and industry in the countryside thereby giving the inhabitants of the local
society a meaningful occupation (spare or full time) and recreation, and give visitors from afar
an opportunity to gain a wonderful experience of other places in the world.
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Abstract
The Interreg-project
The Agora-project is an Interreg IIIB European funding project. The project is considered as a
“lighthouse project” by the Baltic21-organization. The lead partner in the project is University
of Greifswald.
This research project
This research was carried out as a sub- project within the Agora-project and it is called
“Tourism Marketing and GIS applications in rural destinations”. It has been carried out by
Leif Nilsson, Kalmar University and Göran Andersson, Södertörn University College. The
focus is on Agora´s work package 3: The use of visionary tourism marketing combined with
modern technology.
The research project purpose
The research project’s purpose is to investigate and analyze how marketing in a tourism
destination can be conducted and improved by means of a GIS application and other
Information Technology (IT) facilities
The research method
A combination of qualitative and quantitative research methods was used. The approach
should be considered as abductive and iterative, i.e. it started with a general literature study
and from the information gathered, conducted an initial case study for a destination. After an
analysis of that case study, other GIS applications were reviewed, and this led to conduct a
further case study.
There are seven main research steps in the project:
• iterature study of the main theoretical areas,
• an investigation of general GIS-technology,
• learning and development of own hardware and software tools,
• general marketing investigation of the destination,
• GIS-information element investigation,
• structured interviews of destination visitors,
• finally a test of the developed GIS application (TurGis).
The theoretical framework
The theoretical framework is constructed from the following main components:
• rural tourism destinations,
• visitor´s profile,
• destination attractiveness,
• marketing process,
• information element development process,
• the GIS concept,
• GIS hardware & software,
• GIS data
• The tourism GIS application.
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Empirical Results
From the case studies of tourism destinations, we have:
• identified interesting tourist objects and positioned them as digital way-points on a digital
map.
• developed tourism object symbols, relevant maps, interface technique, links to web sites and
the layer technique required when using a digital map.
• obtained results from an investigation of visitors to the destination concerning their
background, the visit itself and their GIS-preferences.
• developed and tested the tourism GIS-application TurGis.
• defined a generalised technique for approaching rural tourism projects

Conclusions
“Rural tourism areas”: The main characteristics for a suitable rural area for tourism promotion
can be almost any stretch of inland or coastal countryside; including small towns and villages,
where the main part of the area is used for agriculture, forestry, fishing etc. and the other
associated economic activities of country dwellers, where the population density is usually
low but where a tourism object either exists or can be created. The more objects there are in
the area, the greater the scope for promotion. A tourism object can be anything which would
make a potential visitor want to go to the area and can be physical or qualitative.
“Visitors’ needs”: In order to promote an area a profile needs to be developed of the potential
visitor and his/her expectations must be understood as well as the factors which help them in
their decision making. An understanding can be achieved by an analysis of existing visitors to
similar tourism objects together with their likes and dislikes. Furthermore this analysis may
support the development of new objects and improve or maintain the quality of existing ones.
Some examples with the results obtained for one case study are:
• Who visits? There are just as many women as men, the age distribution is slightly skewed to
the lower end, with family groups and small parties of friends dominating.
• Why visit? The beaches, interesting places, the nature but for many it was the journey
as well.
• Staying for how long? Mainly they came for one, two or three days.
• How did they get there? Overwhelmingly by public transport but a significant number came
private or hired boats.
• Why chose this place? The visitors were strongly influenced by recommendations from
friends, from the Internet and from their own earlier visits.
“Destination attractiveness”: We have constructed a topology for the representation of
tourism information using the dimensions “core and service product” and “spatial, thematic
and experience information”. This topology can then be used to assist the potential visitor in
making the prefered selection by being presented through the Internet using GIS technology.
“Marketing process”: The marketing process for tourism destinations can be analyzed using
the dimensions marketing purpose and travel process steps. This can then be connected to the
use of the GIS hardware and software.
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“The development process of information elements”: The process can be split up in six
different steps:
• investigating the tourism destination in general,
• creating an object list and categorizing the objects,
• marking and coding GPS waypoints,
• identifying and negotiate for a relevant basic digital map,
• adding object info such as text, photo, video and Internet links,
• transfering the information elements to a GIS-application.
“GIS application development - basic principles”: In the tourism context, in order to market
and develop geographical based destinations, the development of a GIS application can be
seen as consisting of the following stages:
• tourism information quality control and input,
• data organization and storage,
• data processing and analysis,
• information presentation
“GIS hardware & software”: GIS applications can be used through the Internet, stand-alonecomputers and small mobile computers and even mobile telephones, depending on the
visitor’s information needs. There are several GIS software implementations on the market.
It is important to analyze which type of system is to be used depending on the functionality,
costs, storage, access and level of analysis of presentation required.
“GIS data”: All objects´ positions are easily measured in longitude and latitude format using
GPS-systems and the associated descriptive data is readily processed. However there is an
increasing need for development of facilities to handle photos, videos, etc. for tourism
destinations.
“An integrated tourism - GIS application“: In general we have found that GIS-systems are an
important tool in fulfilling the marketing purpose i.e. creating awareness, provide product and
destination information and even initiate the sales process. We believe that this must be
extended to complete the sales process if the Internet is to be used to attract visitors from a
distance (e.g. more than a day’s travel) but, at the moment, the organizational framework to
allow this does not exist.
“Tourism GIS application”: We have developed our own tourism GIS application called
TurGis. The application is built around nine building stones: maps, tourism object types,
object categories, object type categories, data layers, object information element, external
system linkages, computer screen interfaces, IT media to be used.
“Tourism destination development”: When investigating the tourism destinations we have
identified several basic development components. For example:
• Principals. The owners, suppliers, distributors etc. both of product and information.
• Products. These are sub-divided into several classes.
• Area attributes. These are elements that are associated with the destination rather than any
one specific component.
From this analysis we have related the components to each other and developed a model for
rural destination development.
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“GIS support within the destination”: In the tourism destination there should be a virtual
tourist bureau i.e. that generated by the GIS application, backed up by a physical bureau. It is
very important to plan how the GIS application will be organized with respect to aspects of
commercialization, individual responsibilities and the relation to other IT-systems. As with all
marketing, it is a competition to attract first time visitors who may have a very large field of
choice and the real co-operation of all actors within the destination is almost mandatory to
achieve success but having said that a GIS tourism application most definitely provides that
marketing with an edge over any other mechanism.
“Accuracy of information” A major advantage of IT-systems in general and GIS applications
in particular is that corrected information is immediately available to all persons concerned.
Any brochure based system, which is the currently the main alternative marketing option, is
only ‘accurate’ on the day it was printed. Thereafter any corrections found, additions,
deletions or amendments made to that base of information become increasingly hard to collect
and harder to distribute. Increasing pressure is being put on the distributors of information
even to the point of being responsible for the accuracy of that information. For brochure
based systems this will mean multiple print runs of lower volumes with the consequent
cost implications.
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Acronyms
Apologies are made for the use of acronyms throughout this report. This section lists all the
acronyms that are to be found. The first time the acronym appears it should do so surrounded
by parentheses ( ) immediately after the full collection of words that it represents and may be
followed by a definition or explanation if this is not thought to be readily apparent.
Agora

BALTIC21
BSR
ESRI
EU
GIS
GIT
GPS
ICT
IT
SH
SIKO
SME
STB
SVB
TurGis

The project name Agora comes from an ancient Greek word which calls places
to congregate and assemble. In Modern Greek, Agora simply means market
place - a space where towns gathered for lively exchanges of ideas, food,
debates, and even voting.
An agenda 21 project for the Baltic Sea Region
Baltic Sea Region
Environmental Systems Research Institute Inc.
European Union
Geographical Information System
Geographical Information Technique
Global Positioning System
Information, Communication and Technology
Information Technology
Södertörn University College
Skärgårdens Intresseföreningars Kontakt Organisation, e.g. The Stockholm
Archipelago Association
Small to Medium (sized) Enterprises
Swedish Tourist Board
Stockholm Visitors Board
The GIS application designed and developed for use in this project.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background to the Agora project
The European Union Agora Framework
The Baltic Sea Region (BSR) is characterized by large areas of unspoiled countryside.
Because of strong economic problems in these rural areas, tourism seems to be a promising
opportunity to support regional development. Sustainability - considered as a guiding
principle - must ensure that such a development will lead to economic benefits without
threatening the nature and the social structure. A lot of sustainable tourism projects have
been initiated, many have been terminated, some have been implemented and several are
ongoing – but:
• unfortunately there is only little coordination between these highly supported projects;
• long-lasting effects are low and mostly limited to the area, where the project took place;
• usually the methodologies used and the experiences gained are either hard to find or not
accessible at all after the end of the project.
The Interreg-project
The Agora-project is an Interreg IIIB European Union(EU) funding project. The project name
Agora comes from an ancient Greek word which calls places to congregate and assemble. In
Modern Greek, Agora simply means market place - a space where towns gathered for lively
exchanges of ideas, food, debates, and even voting. The Interreg Agora shall be also a place
for exchange of information, here existing ideas, knowledge and experience shall be
disseminated (www.agora-tourism.net). The project is considered as a “lighthouse project” by
the BALTIC 21 organization. BALTIC21 is an agenda 21 project for the Baltic Sea Region
(www.baltic21.org).
Characterizing features of Agora are:
• the pan-Baltic approach.
• the cross-sectoral structure (tourism is itself already cross-sectoral; agriculture, history,
culture, information technology (IT), sport & health, spatial planning).
• the variety of involved partners: different types on different levels (from local via regional
to national and international).
The aims and partners
The project has the task of creating and maintaining a network with, currently 44 partners in
ten countries all around the Baltic Sea Region. Its object is assist in developing sustainable
tourism with a focus on rural areas. The partnership consists of following countries: Germany,
Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Poland, Sweden, Belarus, Russia, Denmark, and Lithuania. The
partners are universities, local/regional/national authorities, registered associations, limited
companies, and cooperative associations operating at various levels.
The lead partner in the project is University of Greifswald, Kalmar University and Södertörn
University College are strategic partners. Partners in the Agora project carried out their own
sub-projects with a budget, some organizations or individuals have worked without their own
Agora-budget but as sub-partners on either the input (collecting information) or the output
side (dissemination of results). Agora is not designed for the private sector but is looking for
close cooperation with other tourism projects.
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Work packages
The Agora project is divided into following three main work packages (see the chart for a
short description).
WP1

WP2

WP3

Service Centre
Information & Service Hub
"YepaT"
Capacity Building /
Training

Methodologies & Strategies
Toolbox
Sustainability Check
Strategy Factory

Pilot projects
Tourism & Agriculture
Tourism & Nature
Tourism & Culture
Tourism & IT

Figure 1.1 The Agora project´s work packages
The Problem to be Addressed
When tourism development projects have been completed, usually within one country, there
is only a low probability that information or experience gained will be readily available to any
other country. Thus sustainable tourism projects which often have limited resources, are prone
to ‘re-invent the wheel’ and thereby fail to achieve better results and a long-lasting as well as
mutual benefit.
Agora Project Aims
The aims are:
• Promoting spatial development of specific sectors and linking together already existing
networks
• Serving and keeping knowledge, tools and reported experiences from the pilot projects
• Collecting and distributing other concrete policy recommendations and strategic concepts
for sustainable tourism and networks of different partners and principals from different
sectors, regions and with different approaches.
Expected Outcome
The expected outcome of the project is to:
• establish an information and service hub for sustainable tourism.
• evaluate and improve tools in spatial and tourism management.
• pilot projects, in which the tools are tested and best practices demonstrated.
Ideas from BALTIC 21
Against this backdrop and to avoid doing the work twice and losing existing knowledge and
experience, the tourism sector of BALTIC 21 developed the idea:
• to collect information from tourism projects in the BSR
• to save their experience and results and
• to make them accessible for interested parties.
Thus the main idea has been not to invent everything new but to use existing knowledge,
experience and the results gained from other projects.
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1.2. Research Problem
The discussion of the research problem has started from the Agora´s so called work package
3, especially tourism & IT. Our interest has been concentrated on GIS in combination with
marketing of rural areas.
Smaller organizations in rural areas often do not have the resources that bigger ones in urban
areas take for granted. By using new technology, organizations in rural areas could be able to
make the resources they have readily visible in an effective and a modern way. The most
important tasks are to clearly define the objectives to be achieved, the approximate time scales
and budgeted costs, income and benefits to be achieved and to develop an effective and
innovative way of managing the information flow within the cooperating tourist organizations
both during the implementation and on an ongoing basis. Another task is to increase the
accessibility for the visitors to the information and to make that access more ‘user friendly’.
The tourism industry is very intensive in its way of distributing information and high levels of
service and quality are necessary ingredients. To supply potential tourist with information or
to assist the tourist in drawing up plans for the vacation, the need for actual and correct
information to be supplied is essential. A map of the area is also important for the
visualization of distances, landscape and the villages etc.
The function of tourist organizations is usually seen be the provider as a repository of
information, a “bank” where the information about the area is made accessible and like a bank
standards of quality and behaviour are intrinsically expected. Despite the availability of
modern techniques, it is still more common for them to use catalogues and brochures as
reference sources when the tourists ask for information. The possibility of giving
service/information to the customer is then limited to:
• printed material, which is by definition dated and of increasing inaccuracy.
• accumulated knowledge obtained and collated by the local staff
• personal knowledge.
By using the Internet the constraints are not so tight and the information from many sources
can be used very rapidly. This use can also be seen as a complement to the ordinary
service/information.
The Internet as a media has, during the last decade, changed the supply of information for
everyone. Via homepages a company or product can be made available to an unlimited
number of customers for a low cost and without limits relating to time (24hrs a day,7 days a
week) and space (anywhere in the world). The advantages of the Internet as a media channel
has not only resulted in more digital information being available to customers from the
‘suppliers’ but also improved and expanded it as a result of the increasing demand from
the potential customers.
The changes in today’s society result in new type of demands from the customers and this
development in turn requires new service solutions. Technical innovation continues to
increase. More and more products are combined by different technical solutions in order to
create platforms and tools for daily life. For example, we find cell-phones in combination
with camera, calendar, e-mail and navigation systems etc. In the motor industry the demand
has been detected and navigation as well as DVD systems are incorporated in the basic
vehicle. These types of development will continue indefinitely.
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In the tourist industry where information flow is intense there is a need for a system which is
able to work with large quantities of data. Such a data base can consists of geographical data
such as maps; longitude/latitude location as well as descriptive information about different
objects (called ‘attributes’ data). GIS has been used in military organizations for a long time
and also in the forestry industry for planning and managing large amounts of resource. The
system is based on the collection of information about a specific location which can then be
identified by a number or a coordinate. This gives unique possibilities to gather, store,
process, analyze and present geographical data.
Ordinary paper maps have been the tool for presenting geographical information for a long
time. Today GIS is used more and more and is able to handle large amounts of data very
rapidly. Therefore GIS gives us the opportunity to analyze and visualize data by combining
different layers and link them to other types of geographical information. The information
stored in data bases can be presented on a digital map in a few seconds.
An important function provided by GIS is the ability to ask questions. A dialogue can occur
whereby the system will automatically pick up information from different data bases and
visualize the collected information on the screen in front of the user e.g. give the user the
answer as to where restaurants with a beach and an amusement park nearby are in a region
or what to see or do in a specific local spot/village.
Development continues at a rapid rate, GIS, GPS and navigation systems are now available
under many different guises. Many applications used in the market today are mainly based on
navigation via GPS and can be installed in a car or optionally in a cell-phone. But their data
bases cover only bigger cities. In the countryside the information available is mostly very
poor. By applying GIS to the tourism market new possibilities to use the maps in combination
with other information occurs. The tourist information available and used today within
brochures and paper maps can be stored in data bases and linked to objects on the digital map.
Even descriptive script, hyper-links (i.e connections to other web-pages within the Internet)
and pictures can be included. This technique could lead to a revolutionary visual overview of
the current supply of tourist information in an area.
The application of GIS within the tourism industry could be the foundation for a total
information bank, which could be used by customers/tourists at virtually any point along their
journey e.g. as a tool for planning their vacation at home, during the travel process, whilst on
location through the tourist organization or in a hotel lobby as well as reporting their
experience after the event. The need for correct as well as accessible information of the tourist
product is of even greater importance in the countryside and its villages.

1.3. Research Project Purpose
Background
Our project, a sub-project within the Agora project, has been focused within Work Package 3,
specifically ‘Tourism & IT’(visionary tourism marketing combined with modern technology).
Our interest has been concentrated on GIS and GPS in combination with the marketing of
rural areas. This project was carried out between 2005–2007. Our project idea was to create a
digital visitors guide based on GIS techniques, focused on rural areas, small villages and
archipelagos. The guide should be able to combine different techniques such as information
management, navigation, route description and have possibilities to link to other homepages.
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By linking the application to a portal ideally managed by a tourist organization, the
information about the destination will be available for any user who could be the member of
staff member at the Tourist organization or a private person with the level of information
presented limited only by the level of access made available. Furthermore the information
stored in the data base can be adapted for navigational usage via GPS. The availability of GIS
and GPS together with ordinary tourist information available over the Internet and even
mobile telephone must be highly advantageous to those destinations that can supply and
maintain the requisite level of information.
Purpose formulation
The research purpose of project was to investigate and analyze how marketing can be
conducted and GIS can be used in a rural destination with the following main themes:
• managing tourism information by effectively using a GIS application and the Internet
• developing a general GIS based marketing system for tourism destinations
• improving, further on developing and testing a tourism GIS application using tools such as
digital maps, global positioning systems and the information of tourism points
• developing a investigation model for studying a rural tourism destination in order to get
relevant marketing information into a digital tourism database
• managing and organizing the effective marketing of tourism destinations to visitors using
GIS-systems during the travel process

1.4. Expected Results
The goal is, through the use of modern technical tools, to provide a system to increase the
service quality in the tourism industry, to develop and visualize new tourism products and the
management of information in the countryside and small villages. The system could then be
used for destination planning/development and marketing of a destination and be linked to
other public planning tools. The system will make the destination visually available and
stimulate more visitors. In other words provide an instrument which can give extended service
to the tourist at a lower cost of marketing. We believe that this idea will, in the long run,
increase the number of visitors, develop the tourism product and develop the society in
general with the perspective of sustainable development in the tourism destination.
A GIS application can be linked to a booking system and the combination integrated with a
website portal in order to meet the tourist’s total information and support demands. We
believe that this is the next logical step, since once the potential visitors appetite has been
roused it needs to be satisfied by placing an order before either some other temptation is
offered or the object of desire is considered as possibly not available. By offering an
interesting product of high quality and value to a wider market and ensuring that the visitor
can enjoy that product, this combination can stimulate employment, trade and industry and
general societal development in the countryside.
In the short term, it is also hoped that the experience gained during this project and made
available through Agora will enable other locations in other market sectors within tourism to
get a ‘jump start’ in their own developments and that it will stimulate researchers and
practitioners to develop tourism destination via GIS-systems in the future.
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1.5. Research Project Organization
In the Agora-project Kalmar University and Södertörn University College are strategic
partners, and Greifswald University is the lead partner. Our part of the Agora project has been
carried out by Leif Nilsson, Kalmar University and Göran Andersson, Södertörn University
College. Leif Nilsson has been responsible for the empirical investigations in southern part of
the Baltic Sea Region with a focus on Öland in Sweden and Vordingborg/Mön in Denmark,
and the theoretical framework for and the development of a tourism GIS application. Göran
Andersson has been responsible for empirical investigations in the middle of the Baltic Sea
Region with a focus on Utö in Stockholm’s southern archipelago and Saaremaa in west
Estonia, and the theoretical framework for tourism marketing. Göran Andersson is also the
editor and responsible for this research report. We have consulted Kartoteket AB, a land
survey organization located in Stockholm.
During the project we also have been tutors for university student groups at Södertörns
University College, Kalmar University and the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH)
concerning their academic papers in the field of marketing, GIS and the sustainable
development of tourism. Academic leaders and students at Kuuresaare tourism college in
Saaremaa in Estonia have also been conducting a case study of a tourism destination and the
positioning of tourism objects on a digital map.
Prior to the Agora Project being initiated, in 2000, Leif Nilsson and his colleagues (Emelie
Svensson, Mikael Lövqvist, Emma Wilmert and Eva Isaksson) had a visionary discussion
about GIS as a tool for tourism marketing and development. As a result of this discussion
steps were taken to acquire a GIS-application related to tourism called “TurGis”.

1.6. Research Method
1.6.1. Overall Research Method Strategies
We have used a combination of qualitative and quantitative research methods. We have used
qualitative methods for understanding more complex phenomena such as destination marketing in general, and we have used quantitative methods for describing and explaining more
concrete knowledge and causal relationship such as visitor’s opinions about digital maps. 1
In order to create an understanding of the general use of GIS when marketing tourism in rural
destinations, and how to develop and use digital tourism maps for companies, public
authorities and visitors in order to present practical information, we started with a general
literature study and after that conducted the first case study of a particular destination. The
case study approach can effectively be used "when the ´how´ or ´why´ questions are being
posed, when the investigator has little control over events, and when the focus is on a
contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context" 2 . The case is defined as the rural
tourism destination. As sub methods within the general case study we use:
• Document studies of destination literature and tourism brochures.
• Participating observation on a tourism destination.
• Qualitative un-structured interviews of experts.
• Structured interviews of visitors.
• GIS-information element investigation.
• Develop the digital map.
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The results of that study together those gathered from other studies and reports lead to a
similar process being carried out for the second destination.
There are seven main research steps in the project (described in detail below)
1. Literature study of main theoretical areas.
2. GPS-technology Investigation.
3. Learning about and development of own hardware and software tools.
4. General marketing investigation of destination.
5. GIS-information element investigation.
6. Structured interviews of destination visitors.
7. Test of our GIS-system TurGis.
A strategically varied sample has been used when choosing the destinations. Within the Agora
project the geographical target area is defined as the Baltic region. Within this region we have
chosen the following destinations:
• the island of Öland in the south of Sweden,
• Vordingborg/Mön in Denmark,
• the Stockholm archipelago in central Sweden and specifically the island of Utö
• Estonia´s west coast.
In addition and outside the Agora-project we have investigated destinations in other parts of
the Baltic, such as the coastal zone of Skåne, Blekinge, Småland, Östergötland and
Södermanland in Sweden.
It is important to stress that we have used a mix between desk work and field work when
developing digital maps. For the tourism destinations within the Agora-project we developed
a tourism GIS-application based upon ‘stand-alone’ computers i.e. not connected to either
other computers through a network or the Internet, however, for Öland and Utö we have also
developed an Internet version.
Apart from the case studies defined above, we have conducted several special investigations
such as:
• qualitative un-structured interviews with experts about general GIS-technology,
• understanding and overcoming difficult problems concerning our own hardware & software,
• general marketing investigation of destination in rural areas,
• structured interviews with visitors at destinations in general,
• structured interviews with visitors at the destinations using the GIS application.
1.6.2. Description of Methods Used
Literature study of the main theoretical areas
During the period of the project we have conducted a literature study of the main theoretical
areas: rural tourism destination, visitor´s needs, destination attractiveness, marketing process,
information element development process, GIS concept, GIS hardware & software, GIS data
and Tourism GIS application. A summary of theoretical assumptions made and knowledge
gained is presented in chapter 3.
GPS-technology investigation
To find out what is the state-of-art, we conducted a literature study of the latest GPS
technology. We have also bought and analyzed new GIS/GPS equipment, e.g. GPS-units and
car road navigators. Besides that, we made contact with several GIS-experts to obtain the
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latest thinking. The hardware we used in our project to gather the coordinates was a GPS tool
(technically defined as a GPS GM 48 USB) together with its associated software (Route 66).
All coordinates were defined in a reference system called WGS84 but were later transformed
into a Swedish system (called RT90 2,5 gon West) which is the national reference system.
Learning about and development of own hardware and software tools
High levels of skill are required when using the hardware and software for producing digital
maps. The IT-company Sencord helped the project with computer programming support and
server capacity. We have been participating in programming courses and to increase our
knowledge three people from our project took part in courses arranged by ESRI
(Environmental Systems Research Institute Inc) related to Internet solutions, how to use the
Arc GIS software efficiently and to understand the ESRI software better. Furthermore, we
have used external GIS experts where necessary to handle specific problems. The tourism GIS
application (TurGIS) has been developed based on the research results and subsequent ideas.
General marketing investigation of tourism destinations
Before conducting our investigation into GIS information elements, we investigated the
selected destinations (Öland, Stockholm archipelago and the west coast of Estonia) in order to
understand the tourism system, marketing principles, main products, typical visitors etc. in
general. The main steps have been:
1. A document study of the destination’s literature and brochures.
2. Field study of the destination.
3. Qualitative unstructured interviews with tourism experts, e.g. tourist information
centres.
See more in enclosure 1 about the case study methods in detail.
GIS-information element investigation
In an iterative investigation process we have developed a research method to investigate and
analyze a tourism destination. This produced different information elements as an input to a
computer-based GIS-application. For every destination a project group was formed.
It takes a long time to create a commercial tourism digital map. It took about two months with
a field work principal for the destination project group to create the information elements, and
then our programmers had to develop the digital map in Arc GIS. Working at a desk may
make the research go faster, but usually results in lower quality information.
Information elements can be tourism objects (e.g. hotels), films, photos, short texts etc.. In
this project we have split up the process into the following steps:
1. Investigate the tourism destination in general
2. Create an object list and categorize the objects
3. Mark and code GPS-waypoints
4. Identify and negotiate for relevant basic digital map
5. Add the object information such as text, photo, video and Internet links
6. Transfer the information elements into a GIS-application.
Structured interviews about visits to the destination
A special investigation has been carrying out about visitors’ opinion of both the GIS
application and visits to the tourist destination. We used structured interviews and the SPSS
statistical computer program to analyze the data and present the results.
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Test of our GIS-system TurGis
The digital maps were tested on Öland and the Utö. During the test we conducted a structured
interviews with visitors and in-depth interviews with the people responsible for the place
where our computers were located. At the sites where the GIS application was connected to
the server at the office, the use of the distributed computers was under surveillance during a
number of weeks. The data collected indicated the type of computer usage the tourists needed
e.g. the GIS application concept, other Internet information or even personal e-mail. We have
also conducted a test to investigate the user responses and creative ideas about the application
and its detailed components. The users were constantly openly observed during the test.
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2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. Rural Tourism Areas
The term rural can be defined in several ways. One basic definition is “open land of or
relating to the country, country people or life, or agriculture”. 3
In the early stages of organisation, the rural tourist space might possess little or only basic
infrastructure and services for visitors; perhaps these will be shared with residents. If tourism
grows, special-purpose attractions and services are likely to arise, along with pressures for
improved infrastructure such as roads, amenities and information. In a highly developed rural
destination the community should expect to gain employment and investment opportunities,
especially from visitors who stay in the area. 4
It is generally well accepted that ´rural tourism´ must be integrated with community-based
development initiatives and not planned as a single sector. Tourism´s role in integrated rural
development is fundamentally an economic one. 5
Some rural areas are ‘protected’ e.g. national parks. These play an important role in meeting
the increasing demand for nature-oriented tourism and recreation but, at the same time, can be
negatively affected by their success. Core questions remain as to how to maintain parks as
visitor destination areas whilst protecting the very resource that attracted the visitors. 6
In the late 1990’s the development opportunities of the more peripheral regions of the Nordic
countries have been comprehensively challenged by ongoing technological and economic
change. According to the EU’s competition rules, direct public support to individual
businesses is prohibited in principle. However there are exceptions to the rules for regions
which are lagging behind economically. Policies for such regions of special importance can
thus be of many different types, both direct e.g. financial support to businesses in the form of
loans and indirect e.g. economic development such as transport, communications and higher
education. 7

2.1.1. Nature-based Tourist Product
The International Ecotourism Society defines ecotourism as responsible travel to natural areas
that helps to conserve the environment and the well being of the local people. This means:
• To have fun on your holiday.
• Not to damage or wear out what you have travelled to experience.
• To contribute actively to nature preservation and local culture.
• To help make the local economy profitable.
• To stimulate the visitor’s curiosity, respect for the place and the people visited. 8
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2.1.2. Tourism Product ‘Cluster’
A cluster can be analyzed from different perspectives. One perspective is to define clusters as
geographical concentrations of interrelated companies and institutions. 9
A cluster can be analyzed from different perspectives, It is fruitful to use the cluster concept
when developing and marketing tourism destinations. Firstly because it takes as a starting
point a limited geographical area such as an archipelago. Secondly because it points out that
there are organizations which compete and cooperate at the same place in offering a tourist
product to the final customer. In this project we define a tourism cluster as “a specific
delimited place where tourist companies and other organizations effectively can market and
provide at total tourist product to a sufficiently big customer segment”.

2.1.3 Sustainability
Sustainable development can be defined in different ways. The Brundtland report defined it as
“to make development sustainable to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” 10 . One can also
emphasize specific criteria for sustainable tourism development:
• Tourism development may take place if it does not damage the environment and is
ecologically sound.
• Sustainable tourism development largely consists of small-scale development and is based
on the local community
• Sustainable tourism development takes its point of departure as ‘who benefits from the
tourism’. The aim is not to exploit the local residents
• Sustainable tourism development places the emphasis on cultural sustainability, e.g. the
destination is developed in such a way that the feel of the place is retained in its architecture
and cultural heritage. 11

2.2. Visitor’s Needs
The buying decision process for consumers consists of five stages:
1. Need recognition,
2. Information search,
3. Evaluation of alternatives,
4. Purchase decisions
5. Post-purchase behaviour.
The buying process starts when the buyer recognizes a problem or need. The need can be
trigged by internal stimuli, in which case the person has learned how to cope with this need
and is motivated toward object(s) that he or she knows will satisfy it. Needs can also be
triggered by external stimuli.
Organizational buyers do not buy goods and services for personal consumption. The buying
process, for them, begins when someone in the company recognizes a problem or need that
can be met by acquiring goods or a service. The recognition of a need can still occur because
of internal or external stimuli. Having recognized a need, the buyer goes on to determine the
requirements of the product and to formulate a general need description. 12
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A significantly different aspect of visitors buying decision process and a major determinant of
behaviour within the hospitality industry, is that of perception. Perception is the process by
which stimuli are screened and selected to provide meaning and significance to the individual.
People will usually give more attention to external stimuli which are, for example, large,
moving, intense, loud, contrasted, bright, novel, repeated or standing out from the
background. 13

2.3. Destination Attractiveness
It is necessary to make a distinction among three groups of services. A core service i.e. the
reason for being in the market, e.g. for an airline it is transportation. In order to make it
possible for customers to use the core service some additional services are often required, e.g.
reception services are needed in a hotel. Such additional services are called facilitating
services. The third type of services is called supporting services. They do not facilitate the
consumption or use of the core service, but are used to increase the value and/or to
differentiate the service from the service of competitors. 14 Other researchers have similar
definitions, but use just two types: Core products and Peripheral products. 15
The tourist product comprises elements such as attractions, services and infrastructure.
Together, these elements encompass the total appeal of natural and man-made characteristics
that exist in the area. 16
Tourist movement patterns can be affected by a number of factors e.g. human, physical and
time. The organised mass tourists largely confine their activities to their “environmental
bubble”, delimiting a surrounding that is relatively familiar or containing elements to remind
them about home. On the other hand, individual travellers with multiple purposes will
normally visit more distant places for goal satisfaction. The physical factors are those that
emerge from the external physical environment instead of those motivated by the tourists
themselves. Time, as a limited resource in the course of a trip, will either encourage or
discourage the movement patterns of tourists. 17
A study of tourism in Hongkong showed that tourists demonstrate a more diverse movement
pattern on the first day of their repeat visit to a destination. In contrast, first-time visitors, who
are less familiar with the destination, show a more confined movement pattern when
compared to the repeat visitors. Contrasting patterns between the first day and the last day of
visit are also identified. (GIS could help to figure out the spatial and temporal distribution of
movement patterns within destinations. 18 )
One has to be careful when make conclusions about image association. Different unstructured
methods reveal different outcomes in terms of image associations. Techniques can be: a)
picture association, b) word association and c) free association (collage). Thus, various
methods should be used to explore tourists´ types of images of tourism destinations. The
findings so far show firstly that the picture association technique resulted in more attribute
types of images than the other two techniques. Secondly, that the word association technique
gave more holistic types of images amongst the informants. 19
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2.4. The Marketing Process
In order to get a better understanding of what is meant by a service business (e.g. a tourist
company) it is important to analyze the business structure elements. Four structural areas can
be identified: the company´s pre-customer relationship, the company’s customer relationship,
the company as a whole and the company’s environment.
The company’s pre-customer and customer relation can be illustrated as a process. In this
context the process is defined as repetitive activity chains in sequence or parallel with a
specific purpose. Marketing oriented activities in these relations are 1) First-time purchase
marketing (creating interest for not known but potential customers and getting into contact
with them). 2) Sales (to initiate, convince, negotiate and close/confirm concerning the selling
of a product to the ‘now known’ potential customers). 3) Additional sales (starting activities
and marketing programs in order to sell more to known customers). 20
A corner stone of the tourism marketing process is the travel process. During any recreational
or tourist trip tourists may encounter and use different forms of transport. No mode has a
monopoly of transport on tourist travel. 21
Four generally accepted geographically expressed roles for tourism transport are:
• linking the source market with the host destination,
• providing mobility and access within the destination,
• providing mobility and access within an actual tourist attraction,
• in facilitating travel along a recreational route 22 .
The introduction of the various IT applications related to the tourism sector opens new
horizons for the introduction of tourist services for either existing or emerging tourist resorts
in peripheral areas. The need for an updated network infrastructure, modern
telecommunications systems and a skilled labour force is of the utmost importance in the
context of these applications. Such applications are focussing on:
• the promotion of tourism destinations through the advertisement of the tourist product in the
context of multimedia applications,
• the interactive communication between actors (tourists and tourism destinations),
• on-line transactions between the tourism destination and the tourist, such as booking,
payment etc.,
• teleworking applications which give the opportunity to combine work with vacations and
thus eventually lengthen the duration of leisure time,
• telemedicine applications which encourage aged people to enjoy themselves away from
home,
• transport telematics which aim at the more efficient management of the tourist flows, etc. 23 .
The Internet is a new distribution channel which offers certain useful characteristics to
traditional travel agencies that can make them more competitive. In fact, this medium is not
only useful for carrying out tourism service transactions but can also offer a more
individualized treatment for the customer prior to the decision process. Subsequently, the
customer can still go to the traditional travel agency to carry out the transactions. For despite
the common belief that purely virtual tourism businesses become a threat to the traditional
travel agencies because of their Internet offers, often customers take the opportunity to go to
the traditional travel agency in order to reduce their perceived risk. 24
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However there are also problems with using the IT-tools. The costs of establishing a website
vary from very cheap for a single home page to beyond the means of many small independent
organizations, but even if there is the technical ability, the ongoing daily workloads may
prevent regular updates. 25 Although the cost of being in this medium has significantly
reduced over the last ten years, it may still appear to be an expensive option. Today and in the
future the main problem is making the market aware that the site exists. ‘Free’ search engines
tend to be biased towards the sites with high ‘hit rates’, and having to pay for every ‘pay per
click’ is not very selective in terms of recognising potential customers. To have a collective
site and spend the advertising on the ‘brand’ rather than the products would appear to be the
best way ahead i.e. Visit the Baltic (all you ever wanted to do!) rather than individual even if
marvellous world heritage sites.
The tourism industry can also learn from the non-commercial sector’s IT-tools. One major
area is customer feed-back. For instance, the impressions obtained from a travel blog (a website where users can make comment on any relevant issue) reflected a discrepancy between
the image of Charleston as a town, versus the reality of a major metropolitan city. Thus, to
maintain a healthy tourism industry in Charleston, more investment needed to be put into the
infrastructure. These results demonstrated that analysis of travel blogs can reveal detailed and
in-depth information about the characteristics of a destination, which cannot be gathered from
the Likert scale measurement on visitors surveys. 26
The critical mass required to attract visitors, and generate regional distinctiveness, from which
a quality image can be derived, is best achieved through collaborative working practises. 27

2.5. Development Process for Information Elements
There are some geometrical base elements: point, line, surface and body. Point elements
represent objects where the spatial area and form are irrelevant, but where the objects position
is important to its use. 28
Travel routes have been important throughout the history of the Baltic Sea region. An
important example is “King Valdemar´s sailing route”. An old document from medieval time
describes the sea route from Utlängan in Blekinge via the Swedish east coast, Åland and the
south west coast of Finland to Tallinn in Estonia. It could be the sea way that the Danish king
Valdemar II Sejr with his invasion fleet took to Estonia 1219. 29
To be able to use the geographical data to search and chose special objects one has to store
data in such a way that there are connections between the spatial representation (the position
in the landscape), and the different attributes which describe the stored data. For example, the
tourist bureau which has annotated a town map with a list of hotels in the town. Every hotel is
presented with values of different attributes e.g. price, rating etc. An end user can specify the
type of hotel she/he wants. The system can search in the hotels attribute list and find the
hotels that reflect the criteria. These hotels are then shown together with their geographical
positions on the map. 30
A very helpful tool which has been developed the latest 10 years is GPS. With this system it
is practically and economically possible to connect data collected in the field with their
geographical position. It also allows navigation from the location where the visitor is at that
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moment in time (known to the GPS instrument) and the location of the object to be visited
(known to the GIS application and transferred to the visitor’s mobile phone). Satellite
navigation systems use the global reference system WGS 84 to give the positions in longitude
and latitude. One has to transform these positions into the actual coordinate system. 31

2.6. GIS in General

2.6.1 The History of the GIS Concept
Many organizations nowadays use GIS in their daily work. Its development can be described
as a journey over a long period of time but with at least four clear stages in the process. Some
authors even like to include a “pre-step” in the development process. This pre-step is mainly
about handling demographic data in a computer e.g. the research carried out by Professor
Torsten Hägerstrand (Lund’s University, Sweden). At that time the acronym GIS was not
invented but was first used in the early sixties for inventories on large scale. 32
It is to be noted that the development of computer hardware was essential for the further
progress of GIS software. In the seventies the commercial GIS software became available, at
that time mainly for topological use. In the eighties GIS-software had more capacity to deal
with structures like vector and raster and even possibilities to connect different types of
systems. Since the nineties the development of new applications makes it somewhat easier for
users to handle the powerful GIS-tools in their daily work. 33
What then is GIS? Many different definitions have been developed and used, very often with
confusing results e.g. we talk about GIS-systems and even geographical GIS-system.
Sometimes GIS is equated to the commercial computer software which was initially
developed for the computerized analysis of geographical objects. In order to separate the
associated technical operations very often the words Geographical Information Technique
(GIT) are used. Sometimes the word “geomatics” is used and then positioning and land
survey techniques are also included. If the analysis of geographical data is to be accentuated
the words geographical information analysis is used. For this project the definition of
Geographical Information System (GIS) is a computerized system for storing, positioning,
processing, analysing and presenting geographical linked data.34
Another explanation of the word GIS can be as follows: “An organized collection of computer
hardware, software, geographical data, and personnel designed to efficiently capture, store,
update, manipulate, analyze, and display all format of geographical referenced information.”
35
, Don Cortez, Vice President of Distribution Support CenterPoint Energy, ESRI says ”Think
of GIS as more than a technological tool. Think of it as a method for strategic planning.”
In figure 2.1 (following page) a map-based and coordinate focused systems is shown 36 .
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Figure 2.1 Map-based and coordinate focused systems,
professor Steingrube, Greifswald university

2.6.2. Hardware
The hardware in a GIS system includes normal IT equipment computer and includes scanners
and digitising tables, but above all a high speed computer, network (internal and external),
and a large storage capacity on hard disk is more or less a must. The network makes it easier
to work with the information and integration of information and also link to the Internet.
Information and maps created in a GIS program take up a lot of storage space and therefore
the demand on memory capacity and processor (-s) is very important. This demand on the
hard disk performance is increasing rapidly because of the software developments. Therefore
it is important to update the hardware continuously up to a capacity level above that required
by the software program. Scanners can be used to scan the background maps, photographs
etc. The hardware component most needed, apart from other IT equipment is the digitising
table. This table is a must if the user is to create their own data bases/maps from original
paper maps. It is also important to notice that even the printer must have high memory
capacity because maps normally have lots of details and therefore it takes some time to print
them out 37 .

2.6.3. Software
When using the above definition it is clear that GIS is more a tool for analysis, giving the user
a great opportunity to visualize the relations between different items of data in separate layers
with a spatial dimension. The big software companies have made great investments in their
effort to implement open GIS standards to promote sharing geographic data to other GIS
platforms.
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The following ESRI products are shown as an example of the standards supported 38 :
Handheld devices

Software that supports platforms such as Windows CE, Windows
Mobile 2003, Palm OS and Java2 Platform Micro Edition (J2ME)
as well as the 802,11 standard for wireless networks.
Desktop Computers ESRI desktop application run on Windows platforms. Custom
desktop application built with ArcGIS Engine can run on Windows,
Linux and Solaris platforms.
Servers
ESRI provides a range of server software that is supported on
UNIX, Linux and Windows.
DBMS
Commersial DMBSs supported by ESRI software include IBM
DB2, Informix, Oracle and SQL Server as well as support for all
Spatial types.
Networks
Protocols, such as TCP/IP and HTTP, allow the transfer of data
and HTML documents.
Development
The developer has a choice of development environment when
Environment
using ESRI software including VB, C++, NET and Java (J2ME,
J2SE, J2EE and ASP/JSP).
Spatial Data Formats ESRI supports more than 40 formats including Spatial Data Transfer
Standards (SDTS), Vector Product Format (VPF), imagery, CAD,
digital line graph (DLG) and (GML).
Web Services
ESRI employs many Web standards such as XML, SOAP, UDDI
andWSDL. Web APIs such as WFS, WMS, XML and GML are
also supported.
The computer operating systems used must support GIS programs such as Arc View. Arc
View makes it possible to link tables created in other programs but the demands placed on the
user and the software in general are high. Despite the fact that Arc View is a modern program
it misses some of the classical functions which are normal for the Microsoft Office package.
This question is of course a matter of supply and demand. Arc View, developed by ESRI, has
been used to create our application using. This software can be used both for Macintosh and
PC Windows (2000 and NT). 39
Microsoft Access is the data base manager we used for managing the storage of object
information during the information collection phase. Attribute information for the objects has
been stored in one matrix and the coordinates in another. Storing information like this makes
it easier to transfer the information to Arc View. 40
ArcIMS (Arc View Internet Map Server) is a Web Management Program and as the name
shows is an additional program to Arc View. The program and the application are easy to use
and manage when publishing interactive maps on the Internet. By using ArcIMS thousands of
users can use the actual application without changing the basic data. 41

2.6.4. GIS-data
The databases can be divided in two major types as shown in figure 2.2. i.e. geometrical data
and attribute data. GIS use is always linked to the first type and simple attribute data e.g. type
of object etc. linked through an identification number. Attribute data can be extensive and it is
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more or less a choice for the user when creating the data-bases. Within GIS there are several
geometrical base elements e.g. point, line, surface and body etc. Point elements represent
objects where the spatial area and form are irrelevant, but where the objects position is
important for its usage. 42 To be able to use the geographical data in order to search and chose
special objects one has to store data in the way that there are connections between the spatial
representation of the object (e.g. its position in the landscape), and the different attributes
which describe the object (e.g. what it is, its history, a picture/video of it, when it is available
etc.). 43 Geometrical data (geographical structure) can be of two types, vector or raster. The
former defines location in terms of a set of co-ordinates and can allow any level of accuracy
(e.g. to within one metre anywhere over the surface of the earth). The latter puts a ‘grid’ (i.e.
equidistant sets of lines mutually at right angles to each other) over the surface to be
considered and all points within it are defined by the ‘cell’ ( i.e. the space bound by the lines)
in which it is to be found. Both types have their advantages over the other and the choice
between them often depends on the requirements to be met.

Type of system
Geo-data system
Map system
Vector GIS
Raster GIS

Geometrical data
Attribute data
Points
Comprehensive
Vector data
More or less none
Vector data
Comprehensive
Raster data
Limited amount

Figure 2.2. Types of system and data.

2.6.5. Tourism - GIS and Different Media
GIS can be used with different medias. The drawing in figure 2.3 is an adjusted picture from
ESRI. The drawing shows what ESRI calls “the family” ArcGIS. It is a combination of
software products suitable for use in many different ways. The software shares the same
application and the user interface. It is also possible to add software to manage Internet
deployment and more sophisticated spatial data management. Local, Small to Medium (sized)
Enterprises (SMEs) as well as global companies or organizations can use the tool in similar
way. There are of course products from other companies similar to these ESRI products.
1. The ArcSDE is used for storing and managing the spatial data. Linked together with
ArcIMS there is an Internet mapping system available.
2. For the data creation, integration and analysis ArcGIS Desktop is used. This is a
combination of four parts ArcInfo, ArcEditor, ArcView and ArcReader.
3. ArcExplorer together with Web browsers (HTML Viewer and Java Viewer) are
combined to give so-called Lightweight Viewers and work as a complement to
ArcGIS Desktop.
4. The wireless solutions can be the use of PDA or a WAP phones.
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3.
Lightweight
Viewers

Network
1.
GIS
Servers

2.
Desktop
Manager
Internet
Mapping

Figure 2.3 GIS in a network environment

2.6.6. Users of the Information
The information stored in the GIS originates in the needs and perspectives of the users.
The results and the analysis are depending on the quality, quantity and accuracy of that
information.
A GIS system is pointless without users. The potential of the analyses made available is
dependant on the competence of the user and the management of the GIS. It must be pointed
out that GIS solutions are not always without problem and are not easy to understand. It is the
co-operation between the technique and the user’s commitment that creates the possibilities
and the perspective and competence of the user determine the probability of success. The
users are without hesitation the most important and most complex part of the GIS chain. 44
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3. Empirical findings
3.1. GIS Information Element Investigation
In an iterative process we have developed a research method to investigate and analyze a
tourism destination. This produces different information elements as an input to the GIS
application. We have split up the process of the investigation of elements into six separate
steps. We investigated three destinations, the islands of Öland, Utö and Saaremaa, using this
research method. The research steps are:
• Investigate the tourism destination in general (see chapter 3.2)
• Create an object list and categorize the objects (see enclosure 2)
• Mark and code GPS-waypoints (see enclosure 3)
Identify and obtain a relevant basic digital map (see figure 4.16)
• Add individual object information such as text, photo, video and Internet links (see
figure 4.20)
Transfer the information elements to a GIS-application (See figure 5.4)
As an example we present the empirical results from the Utö in this report:

3.2. Case Study of a Tourism Destination
The general information and facts to this chapter have been taken from the qualitative
unstructured interviews, participating observation, analysis of the websites such as
www.uto.se and www.skargardstiftelsen.se, and from a literature study based on the tourism
information books and brochures to Stockholm tourists 45 . The method used for the case study
can be found in enclosure 1.
i)

Tourism destination definition.
The destination can be defined as follows: The overall destination is the southern
Stockholm achipelago with its core tourism island Utö and it’s peripheral islands,
and with the harbour of Årsta Havsbad as the delivery point.

ii)
General background about the destination
Utö, (figure 3.1) which is ten kilometres long, is situated farthest out in the southern
part of the Stockholm archipelago. Close to Utö there are two smaller islands,
Rånö and Ålö, which are very integrated from a tourism perspective. The
Archipelago Foundation (Skärgårdsstiftelsen) bought the northern part of Utö in
1973. Since then it has been managed by the foundation in order to develop a
visiting place for inhabitants and tourists and to develop a living society in the
Stockholm southern archipelago. The number of visitors per year is approximately
300 thousand people. 46
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Figure 3.1 The map of Utö

iii)
The society in Utö.
Utö is a part of the municipality of Haninge within Stockholm county. There are
about 240 inhabitants living on the island. In the summer the island “explodes”
with activities and life with all the visitors. There is a planned societal
infrastructure, such as a school, post office, grocer´s store and public ferry
transport.
iv)
Transport to/from the Destination.
There are a planned time tables for transportation to the island. First there is a train
from Stockholm centre to Västerhaninge and then by bus to Årsta Havsbad´s
harbour. From Årsta Havsbad there is a regular ferry to the mining bridge on Utö
the whole year round. The tour operator is Utö rederi AB. Except for the winter
months, a ferry also goes from Stockholm city (Blasieholmen) directly to Utö - the
tour operator is Waxholmsbolaget, which is responsible for all public water-borne
transportation in the Stockholm archipelago. A lot of visitors come in their own
boats to Utö as well. A few of the inhabitants have a car on the island. In the
mining harbour on Utö there is a bicycle and moped rental (e.g. Utö makarna).
v)
The historical background of Utö.
Utö has had a vital role in Swedish history. It is documented that people have lived
on Utö since the 6th century. The sailing routes in the west Baltic Sea Region have
passed near Utö, e.g. King Valdemars sailing route in the 13th century. Utö has
some of the oldest iron mines in Sweden. There are remains from the 12th century
and the iron mining continued on a large scale until 1878. During the 17th century
there was also a silver mine. The Russian army came to Utö in 1719 and burned
down almost everything. The inhabitants came back 1722 and built new small
houses, e.g. the mine worker houses in the street “Lurgatan” and the so called the
stone house (called Stenhuset) which was the first restaurant. A wholesale dealer
called Levin bought the island 1889 and developed it into a “summer paradise in
the Stockholm archipelago” for the Stockholm socialites.
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vi)

Tourism prerequisites.
Natural: Utö has a beautiful archipelago, nature, beaches, magnificent scenery
etc. It is also renowned for its many hours of sunshine and the unique geology of
the island.
Cultural: There are a lot of interesting cultural objects. There is an old windmill
built in 1791, which has the best view of Utö. In the street Lurgatan there are old
houses that the miners lived in a long time ago. One of the deepest mines is the
Nyköping mine, which is 215 meter deep. Near this mine is the mining museum.
The “prison” is probably Utö´s oldest building and almost the only building that
was not burned by the Russians in 1719. Utö´s present stone church was built in
1850.

vii)
The tourism industry and other important industries.
Taking into account that Utö is a rural destination on a not very big island, it has a
rather well developed tourism industry. The centre of the island is the mining
harbour, where a lot of tourism companies and their products can be found.
However there are also tourism companies at other places, such as Spränga bridge
on Utö, on Rånö island and on Ålö island. There are also the associated tourism
industry businesses such as transport, accommodation, restaurants, permanent
attractions, activities, services and information. Apart from the tourism industry
there are also other employers such as the Swedish insurance company Folksam
and the Swedish army, the latter due to the artillery range on the island.
viii) Tourism products.
Although some important products are mentioned here, one must not forget that
there are many more and that the business situation changes all the time.
1. Sailing and boat trips.
Because of where Utö is situated there is intensive sailing and boat trip tourism. In
the mining harbour there is one of the largest guest harbours of the Stockholm
archipelago with room for approximately 260 boats. There are also very good
personal services in the mining harbour such as showers, toilets and sauna. One
can also buy fuel from the petrol station.
2. Transport and experiences.
Apart from the transport options outlined above, one must not forget that a lot of
people go to the archipelago just because it is a wonderful experience as a day trip
so the ferry routes from the Stockholm centre to Utö by Waxholmsbolaget are very
important.
3. Accomodation.
At the tourist bureau you can rent a house. There is also a hotel (Utö värdshus) and
two youth hostels (Utö´s and Edegård´s). One of the biggest and most famous
hotel and restaurants is Utö värdshus which also has conference rooms, a youth
hostel, the sailing bar (Seglarbaren) and the night club (Bakfickan).
4. Restaurants, cafes and pubs.
There are a lot of places for eating and experiencing local food such as the
restaurant Dannekrogen, the pizzeria Pizzastugan, the inn Utö värdshus, the
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bakery Utö bagaren with its famous Utö loaf and the fish for sale at the
Fisklådan company.
5. Permanent visitors attractions.
The islands cultural objects, remains and places, of which a few have been
mentioned already, give a good start for permanent visitors attractions.
6. Tourism activities.
The island offers a lot of different activities. For example, you can rent a canoe or
a bike (e.g. the company Skärgårdsgumman). You can also play tennis, beach
volley, mini-golf or boule. With your own little group you can pack a picnic basket
and discover the cliffs, beaches and nature of Utö for yourself or you can join a
guided tour from the Utö guide company.
7. Shops for tourists
There are many shops with handicraft products, momentoes etc.
8. Support Services
There are good support services in the mining harbour, e.g. the main building
(Hamnboden) offers high standards of tourism information.
ix)

The local and regional tourism organization.

Utö has a tourist bureau situated in the harbour, see www.utoturistbyra.se. In the
Stockholm archipelago there is an ongoing development process managed by the
regional tourist organization. The project “open archipelago” has been starting by
several companies, public organizations (e.g. Stockholm Visitors Board) and
interested associations (e.g. the Archipelago Foundation and SIKO). In 2008 they will
start a limited company “Visit the archipelago”, which will market the archipelago to
visitors and sell products. They will also open an archipelago tourist bureau in
Strandvägen in the central of Stockholm.
x)
Tourism strength and weakness.
From the analysis we have pointed out some strengths and weaknesses.
Strengths:
• The island is big enough for sound and commercial tourism
• Being an island there is a regular ferry line to the place
• Old interesting cultural attractions
• Beautiful natural attractions
• Basic developed tourist industry
• A good guest harbour with supporting services
• Strong supporting organizations behind this tourism destination
• The island´s inhabitants want ambitious developmens for the destination
• There is an tourist bureau and an updated destination web site
Weaknesses:
• Not enough good exclusive tourist products
• A weak integrated tourist organization in the whole archipelago
• Dependent of the climate and nature situation
• Limited number of guest beds
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• The integration between the transport to the island and “the islands life”
• Mass tourism can destroy the sensible nature and society
• The visitor attractions could be better developed

xi)

Map of the Stockholm archipelago.

Stockholm has an unique archipelago. The Archipelago´s geology is responsible for a great
part of the whole area, which is shown in figure 3.2. Utö is in the southern part of the
archipelago.

Figure 3.2 Areas of the Archipelago´s foundation in Stockholm 47
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3.3. Investigation of visitors
3.3.1. Pilot structured interviews of visitors 2005
General method principles
This was a pilot structured interview of visitors to Utö in 2005. We interviewed about 50
visitors and the sample was randomized. The interview took about 10 minutes. The focus was
about the visit. Because this was just an explorative study it gave us ideas about the usual
answers to be expected from visitors in the Stockholm archipelago. In the future there are
possibilities to continue this study. However here we will present some ideas.
Project organization
As research project leaders we were also project leaders for the structured interviews in 2005,
including the construction of the interview guide and interpretation of the investigation
results. A student group from Södertörn University College conducted the interviews on the
island and calculated the results.
Interview guide
See the interview guide in enclosure 4 although the one we used was just slightly modified.
Analysis and statistical presentation
After the interviews we analysed and presented the results. Statistical data can be studied in
enclosure 5.
Investigation results.
The visitor´s background:
• Most of the visitors came from the Stockholm region, but there were a few from other
parts of Sweden and from other countries as well.
• There are just as many women as men.
• The grown up visitors are from all age groups, although there were a few more young
visitors.
• Almost everyone came with other people (partners, friends and families).
• Most of the visitors came by ferry, but a lot came in their own boats.
• The visitors came for one, two or three days

Visit influencing factors:
• The visitors are strongly influenced by recommendation from friends, from Internet
and from own earlier visits.
• Some few are influenced by tourist brochures
• Visit purpose:
• Short leisure visit is the most frequent reason.
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3.3.2. Structured interviews of visitors 2007
General method principles
This was a structured interview of visitors to Utö in 2007. We interviewed 250 people and the
sample was randomized. Each interview took about 10 minutes. The focus this time was about
GIS. Again there are openings to continue this study.
Project organization
As for the 2005 interviews
Interview guide
See the interview guide in enclosure 4 although the one we used was just slightly modified.
Statistical analysis and diagrams
After the interviews we have used the statistical computer program SPSS to analyse the
results. The diagrams from the analysis can be studied in enclosure 5.
Investigation results
Some important reasons for using GIS:
• To find a specific tourism place.
• To find things to experience.
• To understand the general map orientation.
• To find an accommodation and restaurant.
• To find the best transport ways.
• To know where service tourism places are
Some important computer system features:
• Attractive program design.
• Distinct program user instructions.
• Distinct program menus.
• Detailed search categories.
• Interesting descriptions about tourism objects.
• Possibility to print screen.
• Possibility to link to a booking system
GIS Media:
• GIS on the Internet and stand alone external computers are important.
• Normal mobile phone and mobile with big display can be interesting .
• Few were interested in a GIS CD-version

3.4. Tourism object types, categories and symbol id:s
In figure 3.3 there is a list of tourism object types, their categories and symbol identification
code. Every object type has a symbol (icon) and an identification code. Every object type
belongs to an object category. Each category represents a map layer. In figure 3.4 the symbols
(icons) are shown.
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Object type Swedish
Bad
Kanot/Kajak Uthyrning
Båtuthyrning
Utsiktspunkt
Vandringsled
Biluthyrning
Cykeluthyrning
Golf
Fiske
Sport allmänt
Skola
Rastplats
Lekplats/barnaktivitet
Grillplats
Bro
Öde kyrka
Allmän service/info
Brandbekämpning
Turistbyrå
Stugby
Camping
Dusch camping
Militärt område
Produktion
Större Camping
Badhus
Post
Sjukhus/sjukstuga
Kurs & Lägergård
Joggingspår
Gocartbana
Apotek
Bibliotek
Verkstad bil/cykel/båt
Kyrka
Ridning
Utförsåkning skidor
Hamn
Systembolag
Dykning
Restaurang
Pensionat
Bed&Breakfast
Bio
Pub/Bar
Livsmedel
Båtbrygga
Bowling
Minigolf/bangolf
K&H Glas
K&H Keramik
K&H Målning
Windsurfing
Vandrarhem
Hotell
Kiosk
K&H Smide
K&H Trä
K&H Sten

Object type English
Bath
Canoe/kayak Rental
Boat Rental
Interesting viewpoint
Footpath
Car rental
Bike Rental
Golf
Angling
General sports
School
Resting place
Playground
Open Barbeque
Bridge
Abandoned Church
General information
Fire rescue equipment
Tourist office
Holiday village
Camping site
Shower camping
Military area
Industrial area
Larger camping site
Public bath house
Post office
Hospital
Activity camp
Jogging track
Go-cart arena
Drug store
Library
Garage car/bike/boat
Church
Riding
Dowhill skiing
Harbour
Liquor store
Sea Diving
Restaurant
Pension house
Bed&Breakfast
Cinema
Pub/Bar
Grocery shop
Small harbour
Bowling
Minigolf
Handicraft -glass
Handicraft -ceramics
Handicraft - painting
Windsurfing
Youth Hostel
Hotel
Kiosk
Handicraft - blacksmith
Handicraft - wood
Handicraft - stone

Cat
act
act
act
sev
tema
ser
act
act
act
act
ser
ser
act
act
tran
sev
ser
ser
tur
logi
logi
ser
sev
ser
logi
act
ser
ser
act
act
act
ser
ser
ser
sev
act
act
tran
ser
act
mat
logi
logi
ser
mat
ser
tran
act
act
sev
sev
sev
act
logi
logi
ser
sev
sev
sev

2008
Icon
A1
A2
A3
A5
A6
A7
A8
B1
B2
B5
B7
B8
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C5
C6
C7
C8
D1
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
F2
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
G7
G8
H1
H2
H3
H5
H6
H7
H8
I1
I2
I3
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Järnvägsstation
Sevärdhet Kult/His
Sevärdhet Natur
Bageri/Konditori
Nattklubb
Fiskbutik/rökeri
Rumsuthyrning
Konsthall/museum
Gatukök
Blomsteraffär
Bensinmack
Café
K&H Textil
Regional Mat
Pizzarestaurang
Museum
Färskvatten
Världsarv
Shopping område/affär
Gårdsbutik
Bank
Fotoaffär
Tandläkare
Antikaffär
Bo på Lantgård
Avfallshantering
Sopstation
Toalett/Hygien
K&H
Hantverk
Fotbollsgolf

Train station
Point of interest, culture/history
Point/place of interest, nature
Bakery
Nightclub
Fish shop/barbeque fish
B&B
Art gallery
Snack Bar
Flower shop
Petrol station
Café
Handicraft - textile
Regional Food
Pizza restaurant
Museum
Fresh water
World heritage
Shopping
Farmer shop
Bank
Photo shop
Dentist
Antique shop
Living on a Farm
Garbage Disposal
Garbage station
Toilet/Hygiene
Handicraft in general
Handicraft
Football golf

tran
sev
sev
mat
act
mat
logi
sev
mat
ser
ser
mat
sev
ser
mat
sev
ser
sev
ser
ser
ser
ser
ser
ser
logi
ser
ser
ser
sev
sev
act
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I4
I5
I6
I8
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
K1
K2
K3
K4
K5
K6
K8
L1
L2
L3
L4
L6
L8
M2
M2
M3
Z5
Z6
Z8

Figure 3.3 ”Tourism object types, categories and symbol id:s”

3.5. Tourism Object Symbols
In figure 3.4 we present a total list of symbols (icons) and their identification codes. See
figure 3.3 for a symbol explanation.

A1

A2

A3

A5

A6

A7

A8

B1

B2

B5

B8

C1

C2

C3

C4

C6

C7

C8

D1

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

D8

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

E7

E8

F2

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

G6

G7

G8

H1

H2

H3

H5

H6

H7

H8

I1

I2

I3

I4

I5

I6

I8

J1

J2

J3
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L6

L8

M2
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Figure 3.4 Tourism object symbols used in the visitors guide "TurGis"

3.6. Maps
A map of the island of Oland which was used in our project is shown below. Some maps
shown later on are from Öland and some from Utö. In the project work we have even included
a part of the reconstruction of the maps arising from amendments inferred from studying the
visitor’s and their comments. The maps “should” visualize the objects more than the spatial
structure.

Figure 3.5 Map of the northern part of the island of Öland

3.7. Test results
The first test was carried out on the island of Öland.. The tourists come in the summer time
mainly because of the beaches especially in the bay on the eastern side. For this reason we
started our test in this area first. Beside the beaches other attractions, mostly for families, are
located in this area. Our intention was to show interested parties the advantages of using new
techniques when distributing information about attractions, activities and events to the
visitors. One “stand-alone-computer” was placed in the tourist office during the summer. Two
more were placed in a high class hotel and on a camping site. With this selection we thought
it would be possible to see differences in interactions between the tourists and the application.
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We chose to use stand-alone computers and defer the use of the internet because we want to
see the usage of the application at that stage in its development. In the tourist office the
visitors could not only use the GIS application but also use the computer to read/write private
e-mail messages. We chose this extension not only to give the tourists extra service but also to
see what preferences they have when using the computer. The visitors used the map
application outlined above and the results were positive in general. The most positive
response was from hotel visitors who used the system as we predicted. All visitors
appreciated the possibility to link to other home pages. This finding introduced a conflict
between what the visitors wanted and what the tourist office wanted as it could remove a
source of income for the tourist office. This indicates a lack of understanding the future
Internet world where income could be arranged in other ways by using the application but
changing some internal programming. However, we have had no response to this proposal.
Furthermore this lack of understanding also resulted in a negative result to our proposal to
interface a booking system with the TurGis application. In enclosure 10 the results of this test
can be studied.
The second test was carried out on the island of Utö. Again a stand-alone computer connected
to the Internet was placed in the tourist office. The visitors had access to the computer and our
tourism application TurGis when the tourist office was open. Here the approach was to
investigate the application as a marketing tool. We interviewed the visitors during the summer
2005 and the results are presented before in chapter 3.3.
The third test was carried out by our project group during the spring 2006 when a special
group of about 100 people were interviewed while they used the TurGis application. The
person responsible for the test was sitting beside the respondent during the test. In enclosure
9 the results from the test can be studied.
Access to destinations via GIS on the Internet is a modern way of marketing which was
another specific goal for our part of the project. The TurGis application is free of charge for
the potential visitor. In the future and in a commercial version the advertising and the services
provided have to generate income for the providers, both of the application and the
information and service support. The potential visitor can be sitting at home and have full
access to almost all objects of interest using the TurGis application through the Internet.
Compared to Google Earth and Eniro´s Yellow Pages as two examples, the TurGis
application gives the potential visitor the chance to select all their items of interest from the
“buffet table of objects”. On Google Earth and Yellow Pages the visitor can only pick “one by
one”. The Yellow Pages database is huge and has objects spread out all over the country. The
system does not cover all categories, for example it is impossible to find a historical
graveyard. On the other hand that database is almost perfect in urban areas when the object is
connected to a telephone number and to a web site (if there is one). The up-dating of the
information is also at a very high level. Google Earth on the other hand is a modern tool but
the photos (not maps) are not updated anywhere near as often as Yellow Pages is or TurGis
would be. Google Earth has the same problem when the potential visitor wants to go into rural
areas and find historical remains as an example. Comparison tests showed that TurGis is
several times faster in finding information about objects. The tests also clearly indicate that
only the TurGis application is suitable in rural areas where marketing information density is
on a lower level compared to the urban situation. TurGis is also in general better when
connected to the local and regional tourist destination development and marketing rather than
other GIS applications. From these results, we can say that the limitations placed at the
beginning of the trial were based on correct assumptions.
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4. Analysis
4.1. Rural Tourism Areas
Rural destination
There are several basic definitions concerning the term “rural”: open land of or relating to the
country, country people or life, or agriculture 48 and can easily see similarities between rural
and city destinations. Many general criteria for tourism destinations can be used for them
both, such as well-defined geographical area, integrated offers to such a place within one
single tourist ‘packaged’ journey etc. However there are also unique characteristics for rural
and city destinations. The urban destination with its intensive range of theatres, museums,
shops etc. The rural destination on the other hand can stand more for “doing it by yourself in a
quiet way”. At a local level, a rural tourism area can be quantified as a population density of
150 persons per square kilometre. Of course for both rural and city destinations we can
identify intensive tourism locations with a lot of shops and amusement facilities e.g.
Theme Parks etc.
From a tourism marketing viewpoint, the urban destination has a great advantage since almost
all services and suppliers etc. are exposed in many media activities. The best example is
maybe “Yellow Pages” where the tourist can find information about location, home pages,
telephone and fax. But the situation is greatly different when a tourist has the intention to visit
rural areas. Here the real task for companies in the countryside is to expose the resources that
are available and to profile the visitors they want to attract and to co-operatively market to
‘increase the size of the cake’ (i.e. get more visitors into the area) rather than ‘squabble over
the pieces’ (e.g. reduce prices to get a greater share but marginal profit). The level and extent
of co-operation cannot be understated. For instance within a large rural area there may be
several ‘clusters’ of products and services each of which can realistically provide a potential
visitor with one or two days of real enjoyment but together could expand that to one or two
weeks. The difference in the visitors profile is enormous. For the former the visitor is based in
an urban area fairly adjacent to the cluster (e.g. Utö’s relationship to Stockholm) and is
typically having a ‘day trip’ or a ‘weekend away’ whilst the latter the visitor not only has this
option but also could be from much further away (e.g. Oland/Kalmar’s relationship with
Sweden and the rest of the world). The amount spent locally, rather than on the transport
phase, is correspondingly much greater per visitor per day.
The Internet together with the ‘right’ IT applications provides an opportunity to appeal to
potential visitors of all profiles, but for rural areas it provides enormous opportunities for
growth both in terms market place (i.e. from advertised and known only to the nearby cities
through to recognised throughout the world) and in services provided (i.e. from simple
‘passive’ information provision through to a complete marketing/selling operation with
customer feedback and analysis).
The major point to be made is that without the co-operation being established over a ‘region’,
the symbiosis is unlikely to occur and without some commitment at an organizational,
educational and financial level the ‘critical mass’ is unlikely to be achieved. However this
does not prevent those individual rural ‘clusters’ from achieving good results from their local
urban market place.
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Nature-based tourist product
There is a trend today to talk about “Green tourism”, “Ecotourism”, “Cultural tourism”,
“adventure tourism”, “Health tourism”, “Living on a farm”, “Bed and Board for horse riding”
etc. There are a lot of similar brands used in many parts of the world where one can find
combinations of several nature-based tourist products. The International Ecotourism Society
defines ecotourism as “responsible travel to natural areas that helps to conserve the
environment and the well being of the local people”. 49 A common problem for companies and
organization in rural areas is to send out the message “here we are” and even more difficult to
say “why you should be here”. In many areas the threat posed to their environment by a
hundred or even a thousand fold increase in visitors would be minimal compared to the
present risk of loss to both their environment and their society through employment
migration, but many factors prevent them from overcoming the first fence of bringing their
product to the right market. Many of the success stories have been achieved by extending the
scope of other successes (e.g. you liked Stockholm, now try its archipeligo) but in most of the
Baltic Region these initial successes are only now even starting to appear.
The rural area as a ‘cluster’
When defining the rural area as a ‘cluster’, it is important to find the core place, the peripheral
places, the transport situation, and rallying-points or gateways on the main land. In the
archipelago the main island is the core place and islands near the main island and with rather
good transport connections are peripheral places. It is also important that tourism companies
and organizations cooperate and jointly plan their single products into a total offer for a
specific customer (e.g. the ferry line has a transport scheme that is related to the opening of
the island’s hotels and restaurants). The supply also has to be integrated by the producers into
a product, which is experienced as a whole offering by the individual tourist (e.g a café which
closes after breakfast when the day-trip ferry does not arrive until lunch time is missing a
major selling opportunity). The cluster’s border line may be defined by how far a tourist in a
specific customer segment can travel during one trip, and how far it is commercially
effectively for tourist companies to cooperate with other companies. It is also fruitful to look
at a cluster as both a production and consumption system. A lot of questions can be asked
about the cluster. For example: To define how the cluster is related to its constituent parts.
Does a smaller cluster (mini-cluster) exist and can any support system be implemented at that
level? Do the tourists have an interest if the supply is on such low level?
Sustainability
Sustainability can be defined in different ways. For example: “make development sustainable
to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” 50 . The concept of sustainability can be used in different
fields. In our project we use sustainability to mean “sustainable development of the society
and its environment in general and specifically the development of tourism destinations and
its industry”. Some of the questions concerning sustainability in the development of tourism
destinations and its industry in our particular project is:i)
Does the project create added value for the local/regional economy? If by
presenting in visual terms the supply to a broader market place which then absorbs
the information, we believe it must be so.
ii)

Does the project have a long term perspective, i.e. lasting effects for the
local/regional economy? If doing promotion like this will be prosperous for the
area by creating a greater market and thereby reducing the promotion cost, we
belive it will.
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iii)

Does the project protect or enhance the diversity of the local/regional economy?
The GIS application itself is neutral in that it only presents the diversity, but of
course successful marketing and selling will increase demand and this could lead
to increased diversity

iv)

Does the project contribute to a stable basis for the local/regional economy? The
GIS application will be in equal in its treatment of all partners, even the small
ones. The customer is the only person making the choice between alternatives and
their perceptions determine the ‘winners and losers’ at local, area, region and
national level.

v)

Does the project contribute to local/regional job creation and preservation? In
figure 4.21 we have presented how much a tourism object (e.g. a hotel) would
probably pay on a commercial basis in order to be available and visualized in
TurGis and how much income could be derived by the marketing/management
agent. Agents or brokers have to be found in every tourism destination. The
amount of money involved indicates that employment opportunities exist (at least
½ job can the result for a typical destination). Of course the consequence of a
successful implementation of the GIS application will result in significant
increases in local employment in order to service the visitors.

vi)

Does the project contribute to the professional qualification of people employed in
tourism and/or other related sectors? Yes, we believe that the system can be used
as an educational product. In order to exploit the opportunities provided in the area
it becomes essential to know all about them, leading to research and awareness. To
implement the application requires minimum guaranteed standards for the quality
of the information to be presented and in the people who are to manage it. To get
maximum value from an implementation requires ever increasing standards of
professionalism in dealing with the public, the environment and the locale.

4.2. Visitor´s Needs
The first step is for the potential buyer is the process of recognising a need, this can be
initiated by internal and/or external stimuli. Having recognized a need, the buyer goes on to
determine the requirements of the product and to formulate a general need description. 51 .
From this a selection procedure is introduced to match the offerings available against that
need description. Having made the selection decision, the buyer then takes on the product and
experiences it, which may require additional knowledge and/or experience which in turn may
require additional resources. Finally the buyer will want to broadcast the effect of that
experience to others, sometimes as self justification but mostly as a warning or
encouragement to others. Everyone of these phases takes place in the Tourism sector and we
believe that the implementation of an integrated tourism GIS application (e.g.
TurGis)/Reservation/Internet system will not only address buyer needs during the selection,
experience and broadcast phases but can assist in the formulation phase which, in turn, will
improve the product’s prospects during the selection process.
However, within this project, research was carried out in two areas only. The first was to start
to create a visitor profile for the locations selected and to define some of the strengths and
weaknesses in that product and thereby define which parts of a need description the
destination could satisfy. The second was to monitor the relationship between the visitor and
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the GIS application so that the buyer has the minimum resistance to using that mechanism to
achieve all his/her objectives.
Firstly, we conducted a pilot interview study during 2005 about visitors to a location within
the Stockholm archipelago. Secondly, we conducted a fuller scale interview study 2007
including a survey on the use of the GIS application. Because these were just explorative
studies, they were intended to give us ideas about the answers to be expected essentially from
Stockholm residents, their friends and relatives. In the future there are openings to continue
this study. We present our conclusions in Chapter 5.

4.3. Destination Attractiveness
The tourism product definition is vital when analyzing the destination attractiveness. One way
to assist in this definition is to divide the product into core products and peripheral products. 52
We have found that destination attractiveness is very much based on the core tourism product
and the service product. One can then ask in what sort of information these product types can
be presented. Different unstructured methods reveal different outcomes in terms of image
associations (e.g. picture association, word association and free association (collage). 53 )
During our research we have found that visitors, for many reasons, want to have spatial
information(i.e. maps illustrated with symbols - e.g. the beach). Two important uses of spatial
info are “to find the way” and “to relate to a positive image of a certain place”. Furthermore
visitors have mentioned that they also want thematic information (illustrated with texts - e.g.
swimming). One important reason for using thematic info is “to see where they can travel for
some interesting activities”. The visitors also have mentioned ‘experienced’ information
(illustrated with photos - e.g. people in a bathing pool). Two important reasons for using
experience information are “to get some ideas about the trip and how the person will feel
about it” and “to have a wonderful start of the vacation using the computer”. From the two
dimensions “product” and “info type” we have constructed a matrix shown in chapter 5.

4.4. The Marketing Process and GIS
It is important to understand and analyze the marketing process when analyzing the use of
GIS. As a result of the analysis one can find when, where, why and how GIS implementations
are used. In this context a process is defined as repetitive activity chains in sequence or
parallel with a specific purpose. Marketing oriented activities in customer relations for service
products are 1) First-time purchase marketing, 2) Sales and 3) Additional sales. 54
The marketing process in tourism is based on the travel process, the marketing purpose and
marketing activities. In this research project the travel process is divided into three main steps
(at home, during the travel to the destination and at the destination). Later on we have found it
relevant to focus on the marketing purposes ( i.e. creating awareness, direct selling, product
information and direction description. It is also important to know how the marketing
activities will be carried out in the different travel process steps and for different marketing
purposes.
In this project, the GIS related marketing activities have been divided into two categories:
application-oriented and hardware-oriented. Therefore we have created a matrix with the axis
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“marketing purposes” and “travel process steps”, and located GIS-related activities in the
boxes. This matrix is presented in chapter 5.

4.5. Development process for information elements
There are some geometrical base elements: point, line, surface and body. Point elements
represent objects where the spatial area and form are irrelevant, but where the objects position
is important to use. 55 To be able to use the geographical data in order to search and chose
special objects one has to store data in the way that there are connections between the spatial
representation (the position in the in the landscape), and the different attributes which
describe the stored data. 56 In this research project we have split up the process in the
following six different steps:
Investigate the destination in general
It is important to get an overall understanding of the tourism destination first. Therefore we
start to collect information which will be an important background to find specific visitor’s
objects. Firstly we conduct a literature study to find relevant books, maps and brochures about
the destination. It is a typical desk research method. Here one can find both theoretical
concepts and models, and ideas from earlier research observations and tourist experiences.
Secondly we visit the destination and conduct participating observation in order to experience
the tourism phenomenon ourselves. Thirdly we make some unstructured qualitative
interviews with specialist about the chosen destination, such as tourism info employees and
managers at important tourist companies. After an analysis of all knowledge and information
we were able to extract relevant tourist objects at the destination. In enclosure 3 further
descriptions can be read about how to conduct a case study.
Identify and negotiate for a relevant basic digital map
The map itself is of course of fundamental importance to the GIS-system. One has to find a
relevant basic digital map covering the chosen destination, but it is a complex negotiation
question with “map organizations” because of their concerns about various commercial and
competitive aspects. In general vector maps are very expensive. Maps with a simple raster are
available at a lower price but the advantage of a GIS application is that of the level of
‘accuracy’ obtainable. Therefore we have chosen vector maps even it has been some
problems. The price problem is very much discussed in public seminars. Often the
municipality can be helpful in this matter. Once obtained, the digital map is then exported into
the GIS-application. We have the same cost problem in Sweden, Denmark and Estonia in
dealing with maps and information from colleagues in Germany indicates that the situation is
the same for them. We understand that in the USA most of the maps are free.
Create an object list and categorize the objects
From the general information and knowledge gathered during our studies, we create a
spreadsheet of all the objects that would be needed in our GIS-application. For each object the
following information is required. - Internal object number, Object name, Position X/Y Main
category, Sub category, Place-oriented comment. Each single object is given a unique
identifying number, and then allocated a main category (e.g. permanent attractions,
accommodation, activities, art and handicraft, restaurants and food, service, tourism
information, transport and travel purchase etc.). Each object is also allocated one of approx 65
sub categories. Each sub category has a special symbol (or icon) that was used on the map.
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Marc and code GPS-way points
We use a GPS-instrument to define the longitude and latitude position of every object because
we were working in the country side. In villages we are able to use a GPS-program with the
streets and numbers of each house defined. Another possibility exists to use specific
directories, on paper or in digital form, where all statistical facts about each single
house/ground is defined. The data file from the GPS-instrument is loaded to the spreadsheet.
After being checked for quality and accuracy the spreadsheet is automatically transferred into
the GIS application.
Add object information such as text, photo, video and Internet links
Within the tourism context the use of just the object’s name and its place and a symbol is
totally inadequate. To define a ‘short text’ (description of the object) we try to use existing
text and rewrite in so that it fit into our GIS context (selling etc.). We try to minimize the text
to about 40 words per object. We also create a photo gallery for as many objects as possible
using both amateur and professional sources. If an object has a web page we contact the
company/organization in order to get a permission to create a link to it. In the future, we
would expect to add video information to the objects when it is commercially viable. In any
GIS application, as there is in TurGis, there must be possibilities to change and add
information. This will require a specific responsibility within each organization to handle the
GIS applications information maintenance effectively and every responsible person will need
a special security to indicate that they are authorized to make those changes. Further analysis
must be done on which organizations can be used. Our initial thoughts have been centred on
tourist information centres at the destination because they have a lot of knowledge about the
place and have a dispassionate interest in selling it. In general however, many such
organizations tend to be ‘risk averse’ and therefore unwilling to support initiatives which may
relate income to performance.
Transfer the information elements to a GIS-application
Finally one has to export all the information elements to a GIS-application. The starting point
is to export the way points from a GPS-unit/spreadsheet to the GIS application’s database.
After that it is an iterative and integrative process to export all other elements.

4.6. Starting the Development of a GIS Application
A GIS really is a computerized system for storing, processing, analysing and presenting
geographical linked data. 57 In the tourism context GIS can be seen as an information system
with the tourism information input, organized and the data stored as a relationship to a
geographical location, which is then processed, analysed and the required information
presented in the context of that location for marketing and selling purposes.
Before the start of the development of the GIS application we analyzed research articles and
reviewed other GIS solutions and defined some GIS basic principles for our system. For the
initial development we also started with the tourism information e.g. maps and tourism
objects and their location using brochures, pamphlets and web sites used by the suppliers and
tourist organizations on Öland as the sources for our information data base. This initial work
ended in a data base consisting of 649 objects which was later extended to about 900 objects.
Half of the data base consisted of purely commercial objects, some were more like amateur
commercial objects and about 350 objects were non commercial. On completion of this
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exercise we went by car to every single object and measured the accurate position using GPS
equipment. The information was split up in three main categories:
• Accommodations,
• Food & Beverage,
• Attractions and Activities
and one additional category:
• Public Service Information.
The map we decided to use was a vector map and the scale was 1:250000. The general aim at
that time was to try to increase accessibility and adapt the system to ongoing technological
development and user demand. As mentioned earlier, we started by using ”stand alone
computers” but recognised that the Internet solution must be the most favoured for the future
since many tourists are regular users of the Internet and this behaviour will certainly increase.
Although the so called “Yellow Maps” are used by a lot of potential visitors all over the world
every second, the major demand is related to urban areas. Furthermore the maps are ‘single
layer’ maps (i.e. only one category of tourist object can be researched at any time). We
wanted to gain experience in a multilayer map system from which the potential tourist can
pick up several object categories that they find interesting and that the map brings them
together. The map is therefore a multi-item menu from which the tourist can make a selection
to create their own map for the potential vacation with information about location, description
of the specific objects together with their telephone and fax numbers, e-mail addresses and
home pages. Finally also links to home pages which can be of general value during that
vacation should also be included (e.g. weather forecast sites, emergency numbers, ’useful’
numbers etc.)
After advice from professional GIS users, the short-listed development systems were Arc
View and MapInfo. At that time these systems were used by almost 100 percent of authorities
in the western world. After a comparison of these systems against our requirements, both
initial and perceived, we chose Arc View.

4.7. The Development a GIS application
A GIS application is built from nine components, maps, tourism object types, object
categories, object type categories, data layers, object information elements, linkages to
external systems, the computer screen interface and the IT-media to be used.
Maps
A number of the maps used in our project are shown in this report. Some maps shown are
from the Öland and some from Utö. In the project work we have even included a part of the
reconstruction of the maps. We have done this after suggestions from studies of the visitors
and the comments they made on the maps. During our project we have been able to “borrow”
maps from the local authorities except for Estonia where the maps had to be bought. In figure
4.1 there is a 12
map with examples of tourism object symbols and a ‘pop-up’ window showing details for a
specific destination object. On the later Internet version we included additional ‘internal’
information is not available to visitors but is to ‘recognised’ personnel (e.g. Tourist
Information Centre personnel using the system).
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Figure 4.1 A TurGis map and examples of tourism objects

Tourism object types
The investigation of tourism objects has been carried out at four different locations; the two
islands of Öland and Utö in Sweden, the Vordingborg municipality on the island of Mön in
Denmark and the island of Saaremaa in Estonia. On Öland some work had been done earlier
but in Vordingborg area, on Utö, and on Saaremaa we had to start from very beginning.
Points of interest were picked up mostly from brochures but also from specific local
knowledge. On Öland and in Vordingborg it has been a combination of student and
consultancy work. On Utö the Kartoteket School’s personnel and students helped to
investigate the island and position the tourism objects. On Saaremaa the tourist college´s
personnel and students helped to investigate the island and position the tourism objects. This
means that the location of each object is very precisely known. Todate the database has about
14000 objects included but in the demonstration version we only show about a thousand.
Each object has been assigned a type which had been derived from the initial work carried out
on Öland with a few later additions. All the types are listed below and the list also includes a
German description. Each type is represented a map layer and therefore additional categories
can be created but someone has to do the work. It also means that the application is dynamic.
Object type categories
Every tourism object type belongs to an object category, e.g. a camping site belongs to the
category accommodation. But during this project the assignment on the spreadsheet was done
manually for each destination
Tourism object type symbols
We designed our own specific icons for this TurGis application from the very beginning and
have extended the number of icons to 88 for the Agora project. The symbols have the same
look as those used on the market today. This was important because visitors should recognize
the icons as familiar. The icons were drawn up using the Coral drawing programme. Figure
4.2 shows three examples of icons.
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Bakery

Figure 4.2 Examples of tourism object symbols (icons) designed for TurGis

Data layers
We have mentioned ”layers” earlier. Layers can be described as one transparent map with
some kind of information placed on it– roads, houses etc. Each layer uses the same coordinate
system (RT90 2,5Gon).
TurGis application is build up by following layers, and an example of their use is shown in
figure 4.3,
English
Basic map
Road map
Settlements
Water area
Marsh area
Open terrain
88 categories

Swedish
Grundkarat 1:100000
Vägkarta
Bebyggelse
Vatten
Sankmark
Öppen terräng
Kategorier

Figure 4.3. Visiting guide "TurGis" showing different layers

Object information elements
Every tourism object is, as said before, represented by an icon on the map. When clicking on
the icon, a ‘pop-up’ window will appear with a short description and photo of that specific
object. In the future there is also the possibility to show a short video for more important
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tourism objects in a similar information square e.g. if the objects do not have their own web
site. We have found that, at this stage, for economic, information quality and legal reasons it
is better to use the objects own web site, instead of creating tourism information in our own
application. For implementations where a large proportion of the objects were without a web
site we would have to reconsider holding more information in the TurGis application or offer
to include a web-site facility. In figure 4.4 there is an example of internal information
elements and external system linkage to a home page.
External system linking
The function to link an external home page was designed into the TurGis application but for
the reasons given above it proved to be useful in terms of providing information and cutting
down the level if data preparation and input for the pilot projects. If the information in TurGis
comes mainly from such sources the system becomes an appetizer, or gateway to find more
specific information directly from the object’s home page but on the other hand accessibility
to such information increases dramatically both for the staff at the tourist organization and the
potential tourist.
This fact also lead us to a dilemma clearly express by some tourist offices about the sources
of their income if such systems were to be implemented. Where they currently gain income
from taking a booking in the bureau, the system allows the tourist to bypass them and deal
with the object’s owner directly and although they might be able to make some form of
charge for ‘passing through’ the initial query, whether that results in a booking or will be
unknown to them.

Figure 4.4. An example of internal information elements and external system linking to a home page.
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Computer screen interface
We must try to make the system more user-friendly when we think of the non professional
users. We have been tutors to a master thesis at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH). In
this thesis the researcher investigated what opinion users had of our GIS-application TurGis
specifically concerning the computer screen interface. The following criteria for good
computer screen interface were found:
• Design (colour / photos / text / videos / text / mobile elements)
• Layout structure of the page
• Understanding
• Easy to handle
• Different cultures
• Accessibility 58
We analyzed and discussed these criteria when developing our GIS application and
determined that design and layout are the most important criteria for the moment. During the
project we have received a lot of comments on our design, mainly positive but some negative.
The Microsoft Windows Operating System is a de-facto standard. If we make the presentation
structure “Windows like” it is possible that the users will understand the system better. Easy
to handle must be a part of our “design mission.”Approaching different cultures is a task that
we have to study and adjust if necessary. We noticed during our test period at the Royal Institute of Technology that the design missed some cultural factors. Therefore to market to a
country may require a specific structure. Accessibility is very important for reaching visitors
of all kinds, in all locations and at all stages of their journey. Therefore Internet access is a
‘must have’ and could be used instead of or as well as “stand-alone-machines” in a hotel
lobby or similar place.

IT-media used
One has to have an open mind on the different technologies that may interact with TurGis. In
figure 4.5 we point out that TurGis can be used on the Internet, mobile units and stand alone
computers.

Internet

Mobile
unit

Stand
alone
computer

TurGis

Figure 4.5. TurGis-concept with a database as starting point for different techniques
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4.8.The GIS Application Developed for the Öland Project
The result of the project work can be described in a series of maps where all the components
are included. The maps are taken from temporary Internet pages. In figure 4.6 – 4.13 in this
section the typical access steps taken within TurGis by a potential visitor is shown. Similarly,
in the next chapter, the map for Utö in Stockholm was developed and examples are shown.
Finally that for Saaremaa in Estonia was developed, but it is only shown as a test map in
enclosure 7.
The first map/picture is a map of Sweden. On that map, the potential visitor can choose any
part of Sweden which may be of interest.

Figure 4.6 Map of Sweden - the potential visitor has to chose one region of Sweden
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Figure 4.7 Map of Sweden and its counties – the potential visitor chooses Kalmar county

Figure 4.8 The introduction picture for Öland (The bridge is a “brand” for the island)

Banner

Figure 4.9 The Map of Öland – the potential visitor has chosen the island Öland´s map
(Notice the two empty banners in top and bottom)
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Figure 4.10 The map of Öland – the potential visitor has chosen the northern part and a hotel

Figure 4.11 The map of Öland – the potential visitor has chosen a description of the hotel
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Figure 4.13 The map of Öland – The potential visitor has chosen a beach and its photo
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4.9. The GIS-application developed for Utö
In figures 4.14– 4.20 the results for the island Utö in Stockholm are demonstrated. These would result
from typical access steps taken in the TurGis application by a potential visitor.

Figure 4.14 A map of Sweden and its counties – the potential visitor has chosen Stockholm

Figure 4.15 Introduction picture for the island of Utö – the potential visitor has chosen Utö
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Banner

Figure 4.16 A map of the island Utö – the potential visitor has chosen the map (notice the
banner in the bottom and top)

Figure 4.17 A map of the island Utö – the potential visitor has chosen accommodation
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Figure 4.18 A map of Utö – the potential visitor has chosen to zoom in on the hotel

Figure 4.19 A map of Utö – the potential visitor has chosen a description of the hotel
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Figure 4.20 The potential visitor has chosen to link to the hotels home page

4.10 Organization Requirements around the GIS Application
The goal for our project has been to create a GIS-based tool which among other things will
make it easier for rural areas to:
- Create work places and stimulate trade and industry
- Give increased and extended service to customers and suppliers
- Reduce cost for marketing/PR activities
However before any application can be proposed and implemented, two organizations must
be in place. Firstly there must be an organization for the development, commercialization and
computer support of the GIS application. For example, a new small ICT - company has
started, Sencord GeoInfo AB. This company can help the development of the whole tourism
GIS requirement, e.g. commercialize the GIS application on new destinations and give
technical support to GIS-applications already in place.
Secondly, there must be a local organization in the region/area/destination which will be
responsible for creating/updating the information within the application, for marketing that
information and managing the GIS-application on a daily basis. We have discussed different
possibilities with authorities in all locations where we have carried out studies along with the
opportunities to create new employment.
There are a lot of tourism destinations around the Baltic sea region where the TurGis
application can be used – the case studies have demonstrated its capabilities to our partners
and shown that the local tourist bureau can be responsible for the GIS-application in the
destination and that the physical tourist bureau can work with the virtual tourist bureau in a
destination in the future (viz. figure 5.7 below)
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The crucial question is how to get a positive economic result from the GIS-application for all
partners in a destination.
The nearest ‘like for like’ possibility is to consider a franchise based on the commission
related to number of commercial objects. In figure 4.21 we have calculated the annual
potential income in Swedish Crowns (SEK) for a destination. As an example we have chosen
one of our closest non-commercial partners on the island of Öland, Skäftekärr iron age village
which also has a sort of a tourist bureau function. We assume in this calculation that
Skäftekärr has had the responsibility to fulfil the selling and updating the GIS-application for
the area, the result will be as in figure 4.21.

Bigger object:
Smaller object:
Small object:
Other object:

Quantity
40
160
300
400

Price
5.000
3.000
1.500
0

Total:

Sum
200.000
480.000
450.000
0

Commission
50.000
120.000
112.500
0

1.130.000

282.500

Figure 4.21 Calculated income for a destination.

The example above assumes 100% take up by the product suppliers in the area. Even
assuming that only 50 % participated, this would be equal to the income of one employed
person, which would be valuable in a rural area. The prices above are based on interviews
with the owners of several small companies and the message was clear that the cost can be up
to 3.000 SEK but not much more.
Reducing the marketing cost is one very essential task for the tourist industry in general and
destinations in particular and most of all for the low income suppliers. From our interviews
we have found indications that the amount of money spent on brochures, pamphlets and
participating in fairs etc. will decrease if there are efficient IT-systems to satisfy demand
for information through the Internet.
We assumed that the municipality will give us the maps without any costs in return for the
system showing non-commercial objects (e.g. beaches) and by pointing out a lot of public
service objects which are valuable for the potential tourist. We also open up the opportunities
for integration with the normal service the municipalities have for its own inhabitants.
This will also lead to a better co-operation with the authorities in the municipality.
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5. Final conclusions
The Marketing of Tourism Destinations in General
Although a visitor needs travel and general destination information, he/she also needs to feel
an attraction to the destination and its products before making a purchase and will need to
keep this attraction during the travel whole process i.e. at home, during the travel and at the
destination. In general we have found that GIS applications are an important tool in fulfilling
the marketing purpose of creating awareness, sell the product, inform about other products
and give descriptions etc. about the tourism destination. The GIS-system can provide
important spatial, thematic and experience information to fulfil this marketing purpose.
To summarize this we present a marketing model in figure 5.1.

Visitors

Destination attractiveness and
travel information
- Core tourism product
- Service tourism product

The travel process:

At home -> During the travel -> In the destination

Marketing purpose
- Creating awareness
- Selling
- Product information
- Way description

GIS-systems information
- Spatial info
- Thematic info
- Experience info

Figure 5.1. The model of efficient marketing of tourism destinations using GIS-systems
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Rural tourism areas
There are separate unique characteristics for city and rural destinations. For urban areas there
are several competing and overlapping mechanisms which allow the visitor to make the initial
decision to visit e.g. Individual Hotel Chains and Airlines as well as anything the City might
provide. On arrival there are again multiple channels to access information on the various
objects required and the visitor already has a pre-conceived idea of what should be present in
every city as well as the distinctive assets of this one. There also ‘fall-back’ possibilities if the
required object does not happen to be available when first required. Finally any city worth its
name should have enough product to keep any potential visitor busy for at least one week.
As a generalisation one can say that not one of these applies to a rural destination. What one
has instead is specific combinations of individual products which appeal to differing
marketing demographic groups. The demand for these combinations is high and is greatly
increasing in the wake of the development of international travel and variations on the
green/eco tourism theme. The problem of meeting that demand is threefold. The first problem
is that of putting the combination together in a way which would make it attractive to the
potential visitor (i.e organization). The second is that of making the potential visitor aware
that it exists (marketing). The third is to ensure that it will be available when the customer
arrives (reservation) especially if the resource is in anyway limited in its availability.
Main characteristics for rural areas can be a stretch of inland or coastal countryside; including
small towns and villages, where the main part of the area is used for agriculture, forestry,
fisheries and economic activities of country dwellers; and where the population density
is low.
The preparation work also showed the advantage of the cluster concept when developing and
marketing tourism destinations. We define a tourism cluster as “a specific delimited place
where tourist companies and other organizations effectively can market and provide a total
tourist product to a sufficiently big customer segment”. When defining the cluster’s place in
rural areas it is important to find the core place, the peripheral places, the transport situation,
and rallying-points and gateways on the main land. It is also important that tourist companies
and organizations cooperate and jointly plan their individual products into a total offer for a
specific customer profile.
During the last years several product names for tourism in rural areas have been used among
the visitors and the business people, such as “Green tourism”, “Ecotourism”, “Cultural
tourism”, “Adventure tourism”, “Health tourism”, “Living on a farm”, “Bed and Box for
horse riding” etc. We use the term ecotourism. ”Ecotourism” can be organized for a tourism
cluster within a destination from the perspective of sustainable tourism development.
In every rural tourism project, the subject of sustainability has to be individually considered.
It can never be maintenance of the status quo i.e. how things are now. In almost all the
situations we have reviewed, deterioration is taking place and the aim of rural tourism is to
reverse this trend. The question therefore becomes How far? How fast? How much? Etc.
Having agreed what sustainable means in this specific context then the ambition level of the
project must be aligned with this meaning and a monitoring process put in place. Sustainability can be defined in different ways. Sustainability for us is to preserve the society and
nature for future generations in general and to develop a lasting local tourism industry and
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sound tourism products in a tourism destination in specific. One has to ask some questions
how to obtain and measure sustainability in the actual projects. This has to be individually
considered in every tourism project.

Visitor´s needs
An important part of any tourism project is the definition of the potential visitor profile and
apart of this is to carry out research on the profile of existing visitors through structured
interviews on sample groups. In our first case study we carried out one small exercise and
achieved a profile of the average visitor to Utö as being:
• From the Stockholm region.
• Equally likely to be male or female
• Of all age groups with a slight bias towards young.
• Usually comes with other people (partners, friends and families).
• Mostly by ferry, but with a significant number coming in their own boat.
• Staying one day, two days or three days.
• Looking forward to a short leisure visit, with the journey to and from the island having some
relevance
• Strongly influenced by recommendation from friends, from Internet and from own earlier
visits.
If the profile does not match the target market then the differences must be addressed or the
target market adjusted. It is our experience that the role of tourism organizations is passive.
i.e. they follows the market that exists and either do not have the facilities or do not want to
be reactive. However, if a rural tourism project is to be implemented, they have to be
proactive since it is almost certain that basic requirements to meet the visitor’s needs will not
be in place. For example, there may be a wonderful nature reserve with unique flora and fauna
in an area of rural deprivation. This can be the core object on which the marketing is to be
based, but it is most likely that there will not be enough accommodation suitable for visitors
or the transport to and from the site is inadequate etc. Under these conditions creating the
web-site and implementing a GIS application is essentially pointless as it will create a need
which cannot then be satisfied. There would have to be planned investment of an ongoing
basis e.g. grants/loans to farms/houses to generate accommodation capacity, reward systems
for improvements in quality/customer satisfaction, improved signs to, in and from the reserve,
infrastructure at the reserve e.g. guides, information distribution, catering, adding other
objects to extend the profile etc. The only ‘umbrella’ organization that can handle this has to
be tourism related with those professional skills.
We have conducted a full scale interview study which shows that GIS-applications enables a
potential visitor to find a specific tourism place or experience, accommodation, restaurant and
transport. Over and above this it can supply additional and up-to-date information, enable the
visitor to understand the general map orientation and to know where the service tourism
places are. Whether located within a bureau a hotel lobby or campsite reception or available
through the Internet, only defines the limit of access by the visitor to that information in both
time and space. We have found that access from mobile phones will be an increasing
requirement but know that few people were interested in a GIS CD-version.
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Destination attractiveness
From the two dimensions “product type” and “info type” we have constructed a matrix shown
in figure 5.2.

Spatial
info

Thematic
info

Experience
info

Core tourism
product

Maps &
symbols
e.g. the beach

Texts
e.g. swimming

Photos
e.g. people
having a bath

Service
product

Maps &
symbols
e.g. the postoffice

Texts
e.g. post

Photos
e.g. a visitor
writing a
letter

Figure 5.2 Destination attractiveness based on tourism products in relation to information.

Marketing process
The marketing process for tourism destinations can be analyzed using the dimensions
marketing purpose and travel process steps. This can be connected to the use of the GISsystems hardware and software. We have created a matrix showing the relations between
marketing purpose, travel process and GIS-systems, which is presented in figure 5.3.

At home

During the
travel

At the
destination

--------------------------

-------------------------------

-------------------------------

Creating
awareness ->

Destination
home pages +
overall maps
on “home PC”

Destination
home pages +
overall maps on
“hand PC”

Destination
home pages +
overall maps on
“external PC”

Selling ->

Booking
system + prod.
way points on
“home PC”
Company
home pages +
product way
points on
“home PC”

Booking system +
prod. way points
on “hand PC”

Booking system +
prod. way points
on “external PC”

Company home
pages + product
way points on
“hand PC”

Company home
pages + product
way points on
“external PC”

Destination
home pages +
road maps on
“home PC”

Destination home
pages + road
maps on “hand
PC”

Destination home
pages + road
maps on
“external PC”

Product
information ->

Way
description ->

Figure 5.3 GIS during the travel process and for different purposes
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The development process of information elements
We have found that the process of developing information elements can be split up in six
different steps:
1. Investigate the tourism destination in general
2. Create an object list and categorize the objects
3. Mark and code geographical positioning system (GPS) waypoints
4. Identify and negotiate for a relevant basic digital map
5. Add object info such as text, photo, video and Internet links
6. Transfer the information elements to a GIS-application.

A general model for tourism GIS-systems
In the tourism context GIS can be seen as an information system with the parts: Tourism
information input, Organization of data, Data storage, Data processing, Data analysis and
Information presentation. Required to be carried out in order to market and develop
geographical based destinations. In figure 5.4 we have created a general model for tourism
GIS-system structure.

Accommodation

TEXT
MAPS
GPS

INFORMATION
STORED IN
DATA BASES
AND THE
APPLICATION
IS CREATED IN
GIS

Food&Beverage

Activities

Attractions

PRESENTATION

SERVICE

Figure 5.4 A general model for tourism GIS-system structure

Layers
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Arguments for using tourism GIS-systems in general
At the start of developing our own tourism GIS-application we identified some possible
arguments for providing tourism GIS-systems:
• All current information can be used in an effective way.
• To provide a larger supply of tourist information without increase the printing cost.
• To reach the visitors expectation on service and quality based on fast, actual and
accessible tourist information.
• To be rational by using effective working methods, e.g. by using a common data base
the access to the data/information is more effective.
• To increase the competitiveness by using new techniques will improve the quality of
the service process.
• To focus a sustainable development of rural areas/countryside where ITC has to be a
natural part in the common development of the society.
• To minimize the marketing/advertising cost by visualize the tourist guide on the
Internet.
• To minimize the cost for traditional maps and instead of using printed maps show the
digital maps on the computer screen.
• To have a effective educational approach towards the employees especially those
working in the summer period.
• To increase the cooperation between municipality, trade and industry in general,
tourist organizations and companies involved directly in the tourism industry by using
a common marketing/advertising foundation.
• To focus new jobs close related to the visiting guide.

User´s of the GIS-system
We have identified three kinds of users of tourism GIS-systems:
1. suppliers of tourism products such as municipalities and commercial actors
2. visitors demand of tourism products such as the final customer
or
1. direct users such as commercial, non commercial, and visitors
2. indirect users such as the municipalities
or
1. students in the educational system
2. teachers/researchers in the educational system

GIS Hardware
GIS-applications can be used on the Internet, stand-alone-computers and small mobile
computers depending on the visitors information needs. Within the countryside very often the
Internet connection may not be so good. A solution for a company located there could then be
a stand-alone-machine. All information will be the same except the possibility to use links etc.
In the future new Internet techniques will be implemented and then the connections will be
better. The visitor can study the destination at home from a single home page or “a home page
lobby” in order to prepare a trip to a destination. Navigation systems for private use will
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probably increase dramatically the coming years. To meet this demand a new product to be
offered could be “rent a navigator”. E.g. it will be very easy for bikers to navigate on a virtual
bike-route and be able to see what attractions, shops, accommodation etc. are available along
the route.

GIS Software
There are several basic GIS software systems on the market today such as Arc View. It is
important to analyze which system is to be used depending on functionality, costs, storage and
access.

Data in the GIS-system
All objects are measured – longitude/latitude - and therefore it is easy to navigate by using
GPS monitors. A GPS system is an option in most cars today, but normally those systems
only cover the bigger cities and the bigger actors in the countryside. There is a need for the
development of GIS-data in the future to better handle photos, videos, text descriptions etc.
for tourism destinations.

Maintenance and Development
The updating of information held within the system is a crucial point. Individual suppliers of
product must be alert and do this job frequently both on their own home page/web-site and on
the information they may have relayed to the destination GIS-system. Cooperation between
the municipalities and tourist organizations will probably make the job easier. For a
destination or a municipality in the countryside it is very important to be aware of the
employee situation. A GIS-system which is very focused on a small area may make it possible
to create some jobs dealing with the search for information, improving quality and reliability,
updating the information as well as designing tourism development. One single job in the
countryside is equal to a great number of employees in a bigger city.

The tourism GIS-application TurGis
A tourism-GIS-application called TurGis has been developed in this project. TurGis is based
on GIS techniques and GPS. The application is built on nine building stones: 1. maps, 2.
tourism object types, 3. object categories, 4. object type categories, 5. data layers, 6. object
information element, 7. external system linking, 8 computer screen interface and 9. IT-media
to be used.
The total information gathered in the tourism destination is stored in the program Arc View
and results is the creation of a visiting ICT guide. The tourist information is managed and
structured so in the end it is easier to use compared to ”traditional” structure. In figure 5.5 an
example of an tourism object in the final GIS-application TurGis is presented.
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Figure 5.5 The final GIS-application TurGis

Some advantages with the GIS-application TurGis
The TurGis system gives the user the advantage of:
• a wide view when evaluating possibilities,
• a comprehensive view of the supply and demand in the destination,
• hyper links which give more information,
• flexible analysis and up-dated information
The possibility to combine several layers of selection gives the user the advantage to have an
overview of the information/supply presented on a map for the entire destination. It is easy to
have fast and effective specific information of a single object, e.g. a tourism company and its
products, at the destination on an information board or as a link to the company´s home page.
It can stimulate the vistor to make new or further visits and/or stay for longer. It is also easy to
“tailor make” specific offers such as “harvest feast handicraft route”. The TurGis application
can also very easily be combined with other databases. TurGis is easy to handle and by using
the search tool visitors can have answers very quickly. Simple question will be answered,
such as what to do at the destination? – TurGis has almost the total supply and by using the
information it is easy to guide the visitor on the digital screen. Visitors very often think that
the personnel at the tourist office can give an answer directly. It is very difficult. But by using
a digital guide like TurGis it is easier and faster to give an answer than using the traditional
way of using a brochure. TurGis is then more like a dictionary.
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A visionary model for sustainable development of rural tourism via GIS-system
When investigating the tourism destinations we have identified basic development aspects,
eg. actors, products and rural areas. After an analysis we have related the aspect to each other
and developed a model of rural destination development, see figure 5.6. The model will help
to answer question about destination development such as:
1. How can the suppliers use the advantages of the rural tourist area?
2. How can a rural destination become attractive?
3. How can the suppliers meet the needs from the visitors – the demand side?
4. How can destination actors cooperate in order to work more efficient?
5. How can a rural destination be marketed?
6. Where does GIS fit into the development and marketing of a tourism destination?
7. What information is needed when developing GIS-systems in a destination?
The whole model is developed with the perspective of “sustainable development of rural
tourism”. This approach is chosen because of the awareness of the potential in the rural areas.
Many rural areas are going backwards despite the new technologies which have made great
progress for society as a whole. Another perspective is the interaction between rural and
urban areas. Lack of jobs, demographic problems and lack of services are phenomena of great
importance in the political debate concerning rural areas and sustainability. On the other hand
the urban population wants and has the needs of “a living rural area”.
The model arena is called “the rural tourism area”, and on this particular space the tourism
destination is developed. The visitors meet the supplier in a cooperative field where a whole
range of tourist needs can be satisfied by the end of the visit. The chain of images starts with
the needs, follow by expectations and ending with the result of the visit – the experiences. If
a positive experience is created then the destination will have an attractive basis for further
activities.
The model also points out the importance of the destination actors role and how they
efficiently can interact concerning common marketing and integrated products. Further on,
the tourism product must be developed by the tourism companies in the destination in order
to increase the destinations attractiveness. Here the service concept and different ways of
packaging the product is important.
Marketing the destination can be conducted through traditional channels such as advertising
in papers and modern channels such as using IT-based GIS-system. The model describes a
two-way-communication in order to reach a positive response from the visitors based on their
needs. By using more modern techniques like the Internet the visualization is presented to all
generations not only on a local but also on a global market. Because the use of Internet is very
high among younger people it is a great opportunity to use this tool for visualization of the
resources in the rural areas. Even the use of GPS is increasing a lot among tourists. The
databases for the urban areas are quite good but the situation in the countryside is in many
ways the opposite. A database development process for the rural areas is therefore needed.
In the end there will be an effective tourism GIS-system.
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The rural tourism destination – Sustainable development of rural tourism
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Figure 5.6 A visionary model of rural destination development

A visionary model of the virtual and physical tourist bureau
It is important to organize the tourism GIS-application to be in a tourism destination. In the
local tourism destination there will be a virtual tourist bureau backed up by a physical tourist
bureau. These two types of bureaus will support each other in all aspects of marketing the
destination in general. Therefore we have developed a visionary model of the virtual and
physical tourist bureau. The model is shown in the figure 5.7. However, the GIS-system in a
tourism destination is a very complex phenomenon where different destination actors will
have different opinions and resources. Therefore this visionary model is our suggested model,
which hopefully can be a starting idea how to organize GIS within the tourism destination.
The physical bureau is built within an attractive building in a central place in the destination,
where professional people works with practical services, personal information, physical
product selling and the booking of tourism products.
The virtual tourist bureau is built on an IT-application with a basic tourism portal 1 consisting
of destination information, destination service, GIS-maps, booking systems and links to
Internet web sites.
1

Tourism portal in this context = computerized portal developed as a start page on an Internet web site, which
offers the visitors and tourism suppliers links to other web sites, information and services concerning a specific
tourism destination.
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The local physical bureau will be responsible for updating information continuously, commercialization support of the system in the destination and developing support of all the ITapplications in the virtual bureau. The local physical bureau will get support from a regional
tourism organization concerning the planning of system development, ownership of the
regional database and regional commercialization of the GIS-application.
The virtual bureau will support the physical one with destination information, booking
possibilities and general selling support when the tourist bureau personnel are in interaction
with customer. The virtual bureau will get technical assistance from IT-companies such as
program development, computer running, database storage and IT-support.

IT-company

Regional tourism organization

- Program development
- Computer running
- Database storage
- IT-support

- Planning system development
- Owner of regional database
- Regional commercialization

Destination info,
booking
and selling support

Updating info and support of
commercialization and
system development

The virtual tourist
bureau
-

Tourism portal
Destination
information
Destination service
GIS-maps
Booking systems
Web sites links

The physical tourist bureau
-

Attractive building
Central destination place
Professional entrepreneurs
Practical service
Personal information
Physical product selling
Booking tourism products

Figure 5.7 A visionary model of the virtual and physical tourist bureau in a destination 2
2

The photo of the physical tourist bureau in the model is from Utö tourist bureau and the responsible for the
bureau Britt-Marie Anell.
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Appendix
Enclosure 1. Case study method
There have been three concrete methods used during the overall case studies:
1
2
3

A document study of the destinations literature and brochures
Field study of the destination
Qualitative unstructured interviews with tourism experts, e.g. tourist
information centres

For all destinations we have used these methods. However special comments in this enclosure
come from the case study of Utö in the Stockholm archipelago.
A document study of the destinations literature and brochures.
Initially the project leader conducted a document study of the island Utö and its tourism in
spring 2005. There was literature covering topics of the Stockholm archipelago in general and
the island of Utö specifically. There was also tourism information produced by Haninge
municipality about Utö and the surrounding archipelago. Utö tourist bureau has also produced
detailed tourism information.
Field study
The project leader has conducted participant observation at Utö six times during 2005. He
went by ferry from the harbour Årsta Havsbad to the harbour of Utö in the morning every
time. He stayed at Utö for about five hours every time and went back the same way. He
observed the tourists and their behaviour, the tourism companies and interaction with
customers, natural and cultural attractions, service opportunities and mistakes etc. He took
some overall notes during the visit.
Qualitative unstructured interviews of experts
The project leader has conducted about 10 unstructured interviews, mostly in 2005. The
interviews took about one hour. Interview guides were used, but the questions were open with
a focus of some thematic area. There were no fixed alternatives for answers, but the
interviewer took short notes of these general answers. The interview guide consists of the
following question themes: destination definition, destination strength and weakness, the
society, visitors, visitors attractions, the tourism industry, the tourism product, marketing and
tourist behaviour and IT-support. Informants have been representatives from organizations
such as Södra Skärgårdens intresseförening, Skärgårdsstiftelsen, Danne krogen, UTÖ
turistbyrå, Utö Rederi, Haninge municipal, Utö värdshus, Utö handel and Dalarö turistbyrå.
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Enclosure 2. Preliminary object list for the island Utö – page 1 (4)
One result of the investigation of information elements in the destination Utö is that many
interesting tourism objects have been identified, e.g. restaurants, youth hostels, shops,
attractions and transports. There are three code levels: the first level = the overall general
category, the second level = the first general sub level and the third level = the actual
tourism object at Utö. The codes below are different from the categories described in the
basic list of tourism object types (see chapter 3.4), because the actual project group at Utö
used their special experience of land surveying.
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Enclosure 3. Preliminary way point list for the island Utö
An example of the positions for some tourism objects at the island Utö taken with a GPSunit by the project group in Utö. Afterwards we have converted it to a final way point list.
Every physical location is called a way point and has its unique way point number to
identify the longitude and latitude coordinates. The altitude coordinate to measure the
height (z-coordinate) is not used so far.
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Enclosure 4. The interview guide for visitors on Utö

Frågor till besökare på UTÖ

Internt nr:

Kommunikation med intervjuperson (ip):
1) Hej jag heter ”Eget namn”
2) Jag deltar i ett forskningsprojekt vid Södertörns högskola
3) Syftet är att undersöka hur man kan marknadsföra skärgårdsturism med hjälp av dator
4) Vill du hjälpa oss att svara på några frågor som tar cirka 5-6 minuter

A. Deltagarbakgrund
A.1 Hemmaboende
a. Svensk kommun:………….

b. Utomlands, och i så fall i vilket land:…………………….

A.2 Kön
a. Man

b. Kvinna

A.3 Ålder
a. Tonåring b. 20-30

c. 30-40

d. 40-50

e. 50-60

f. 60-70

g. 70-

A.4 Sällskap
a. Ensam

b. Med partner c. Barnfamilj (isåfall, antal barn:…..)

d. Annat:……………..………

B. Besöket
B.1 Bedöm vikten av följande anledningar till ditt besök
a. Kort fritidsbesök
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
b. Semestervistelse
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
c. Konferensbesök
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
d. Egen arbetsresa
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
e. Besöka släkt och vänner
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
f. Annan anledning:
…………………………………………………………………………………………..

B.2 Hur kom Du till Utö?
a. reguljär färja från Årsta havsbad b. Egen segelbåt

c. Egen motbåt

B.3 Hur lång tid är Du på Utö?
a. Över dagen b. Ett dygn c. Två dygn d. En vecka e. Längre tid

d. Annat sätt:………
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C. Besökspåverkansfaktorer
C.1 Vad har påverkat Dig mest för att besöka Utö?
Svar:……………………………………………………………………

C.2 Bedöm följande påverkansfaktorers vikt till Ditt besök:
a. Internet
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej
b. Turistbroschyrer
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej
c. Rekommendationer från vänner m.fl.
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej
d. Annonser i tidningar
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej
e. Beskrivande artiklar i tidningar
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej
f. Reklamutskick i brevlådan
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej
g. Varit på Utö tidigare
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej

e. Nej, absolut inte

f. ingen åsikt

e. Nej, absolut inte

f. ingen åsikt

e. Nej, absolut inte

f. ingen åsikt

e. Nej, absolut inte

f. ingen åsikt

e. Nej, absolut inte

f. ingen åsikt

e. Nej, absolut inte

f. ingen åsikt

e. Nej, absolut inte

f. ingen åsikt

D. IT-baserade kartor
D.1 Bedöm följande anledningar till att använda digitala kartor
(dvs. IT-baserade kartor på olika medier som internet, mobil och CD-skiva):
a. Hitta en viss plats på Utö
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
b. Se vad man som turist kan uppleva
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
c. Spännande i sig att köra programmet
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
d. I allmänhet orientera sig på UTÖ
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
e. Se var man kan övernatta och äta
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
f. Se transportvägar
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
g. Veta var olika servicefunktioner finns (t.ex. mataffär och cykeluthyrning)
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
h. För att gå vidare till bokningssystem
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
i. Övriga synpunkter
Svar:…………………………………………………………….

D.2 Bedöm vikten för följande egenskaper på bildskärmen (oavsett IT-medium):
a. Tilltalande programdesign i testprogrammet
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
b. Tydliga instruktioner hur programmet används
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
c. Tydliga menyer hur programmet ska användas
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
d. Tillräckligt detaljerade sökkategorier
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
e. Tillräckligt tydliga sökkategorier
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
f. Lägga in intressanta beskrivningar om turistobjekten
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
g. Möjlighet att skriva ut det som syns på skärmen
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
h. Möjlighet att boka från TurGis (via koppling till andra hemsidor)
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
i. Övriga punkter:………………………………………………………………………
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D.3 Bedöm vikten av att kartor finns i följande medier:
a. Internet
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
b. Vanlig mobiltelefon
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
c. Mobiltelefon med större display
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
d. CD-version till hemmadator
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
e. Dator på turistbyrån på besöksmålet
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
f. Annat sätt:……………………………………………………………………….

E. Bokning
E.1 Vill Du kunna boka följande i dator:?
a. Boende
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
b. Transport
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
c. Aktiviteter som alltid finns på platsen (t.ex. kanot- och cykeluthyrning)
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
d. Event
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
e. Resan som paket
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
Annat sätt:………………………………………………

F. Hemsida
F.1 Bör det finnas en hemsida för varje större skärgårdsdestination (t.ex. Utö)?
a. Ja, absolut

b. Ja

c. medelviktig

d. Nej

e. Nej, absolut inte

f. ingen åsikt

F.2 Om det finns en hemsida på en skärgårdsdestination, bör det finnas information om
följande områden:?
a. Allmän beskrivning av destinationen
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
b. Kartor
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
c. Bokningsmöjlighet
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
d. Eventtips
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
e. Konferensmöjlighet
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
f. Närmaste turistbyrå
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
g. Info om transporter
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
h. Info om boende
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
i. Info om aktiviteter som alltid finns på platsen (t.ex. bad)
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
j. Eventtips
a. Ja, absolut b. Ja c. medelviktig d. Nej e. Nej, absolut inte
f. ingen åsikt
k. Andra områden:……………………………………………………………………….
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Enclosure 5. Results from the interviews of visitors on Utö 2005
This investigation was conducted on the island Utö summer 2005. Tutor and investigation
leader responsible were ourselves in the Agora-project. The interviews, analysis and result
presentation have been carried out by Susan Bogyo, Lina Ejeklint and Anna Garskog. They
have used the investigation as an empirical part in their candidate essay at Södertörn
University College. The purpose of the study was to investigate visitors personal background
and opinion about GIS-systems in a rural tourism destination from an exploratory perspective.
We interviewed about 30 respondents using a random sample in the harbour of Utö. The
interview guide, shown in enclosure 4, was used.
Most of the visitors asked came from Sweden, especially from the Stockholm region. Most of
the visitors from abroad came from Germany. There were as many men as women. The age
distribution was also equally divided, with more respondents between 20 – 30 years of age.
Most visitors traveled with partner or friends. The ferry from Årsta Havsbad was the
absolutely most common way to travel to the island. The visitors mostly come to the island
over for the day, for one night or for two nights. Almost half of the respondents answered that
the reason for the visit was a short leisure visit.

Travelling companion
Alone
Friends
Partner

Others

Family

Diagram 1. The respondent´s travelling companion during the visit on Utö
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Diagram 2. The respondents mode of conveyance to Utö
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Diagram 3. The respondents´ distribution of age
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The most common way that the visitors in Utö got information about their desination was
from friends, relatives, Internet and own experiences from earlier visits. Some visitors had
also got information from the tourist bureau in the city of Stockholm (Stockholm Visitors
Board).
There were different reasons for the visit and one can find no clear patterns from the visitors
answers. However, in general most of the visitors had the idea of visiting relatives of friends,
recreation purposes and to experience the Swedish archipelago. The strongest influencing
factors for visiting Utö were the islands geographical position and to meet their families and
other relatives (most of the relatives live or have a summer cottage on Utö).
Concerning questions about what GIS can be used for, most of the users thought that one
could find specific places on Utö, get information on what to see, in general orientate
themselves, find places where one could eat, find accommodation, stay over night and find
supporting service functions. Most of the respondents were interested of the descriptions of
the tourist objects in GIS-programs. Most of the visitors stressed the importance of the
following application features on the computer screen: good design, clear user instructions,
clear menu structure, search for detailed object categories and a print screen function.
Most of the visitors could imagine to use the tourism GIS-application TurGis in the future.
However, it has to be very good information at the place where the stand-alone computer with
TurGis are installed. The GIS-application must be easy to find at the tourist bureau and easy
to use as an integrated part of the tourist bureau´s services in general. The visitors also
pointed out that TurGis could be interesting to use on the Internet. If TurGis is accessible on
the Internet it would be good if it is possible to link from Utö`s general web site. In general
half of the visitors were interested to hear more about the specific GIS-application TurGis in
the future.
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Enclouse 6. Diagrams from the interviews of visitors on Utö 2007
The investigation was conducted in 2007 in the island Utö in the Stockholm southern
archipelago. 250 visitors were interviewed. The interview took about 10 minutes and it was a
random sample of visitors coming to the island. Here the empirical results are presented after
an analysis using the statistical computer program SPSS. In chapter 3.3 a summary of the
results is presented.
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Visitor´s reason for using the digital map in Utö
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Visitor´s reason for using the digital map in Utö
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Important computer system features for visitors
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Enclosure 7. Test map from the Abruka island outside Saaremaa
We have investigated the whole of the island of Saaremaa and the surrounding area in
Estonia. Here is a test example from a part of it: The small island Abruka south from the big
island Saaremaa. The layers and related tourism objects are the first development step and
they will be a base for a final tourism GIS-application.
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Enclosure 8. A map test of Vordingborg town
Even though it was not the main task to develop maps in Denmark during the Agora project,
we have also investigated the tourism destination Vordingborg in Denmark and developed a
preliminary TurGis map in this area. In this enclosure we show en example of maps pointing
out some tourism objects such as accommodation, restaurants and tourist bureaus.
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Enclosure 9. The computer screen test of TurGis
We have been tutors to a master thesis in Geoinformatics at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in 2006. In this thesis the researcher investigated what opinion users of
our GIS-application TurGis have concerning the computer screen interface. The master´s thesis is called “A Usability Engineering for UTÖ Tourism Information System” and
it is written by Sathish Kumar. It is a usability test for further development of the tourism GIS-application TurGis. So the visitor find the system more user friendly and that
they can able to access the information about the destination. The chosen destination is the island Utö in the Stockholm archipelago.
Here is an extract from the thesis concerning the methodology.
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Here is an extract from the thesis concerning the conclusions
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Enclosure 10. A test of the TurGis-application in Öland
Days of GIS-application usage

The computers on the three locations have been used in different ways during the test
period. The computer system has been used 5320 times within the 81 days. This total
frequency includes the use of TurGis in three ways. 1) the use of TurGis as a geographic
system only 2) TurGis and Home pages related to the geographic system (links from the
GIS map) 3) only InterNet (the system included also a possibility to check e-mails etc.
The two first categories were used in 56,5% of cases on average but there were
differences between the three monitored locations..

Table 1
Frequence during the test period

250
Frequenec

200
150
Serie1

100
50
0
1 7 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 55 61 67 73 79 85 91
Days

The new system attracted the users the first days. Later on the use was stable and just smaller
peaks were seen during some days.
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Table 2
Serie 1=Halltorps Hotel – 2=Byxelkrok Tourist office -3=Eriksöre Camping

Frequence

Test area
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Serie1

1

2
H-torp - B-krok -

3
E-öre

The first computer/system was installed at Halltorp and the last one at Eriksöre Camping.
It is interesting to see the differences in categories of the visitors. At Halltorp the system
was used mainly for TurGis and Internet links but at Byxelkrok Tourist Office and
Eriksöre Camping it was more pure InterNet use or in other words the service in the
system was used.

Table 3
Months 1=June – 2=July – 3=August
Use during the test period

Frequence

3000
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1500

Serie1

1000
500
0
1

2

3

Months

The diagram shows the normal incoming flow of visitors since many years. A decrease of the use
is visible after the main vacation period in July.
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Table 4
Use of TurGis during 24 hours

Frequence

2000
1500
Serie1

1000
500
0
1

2
3
Night - Morn. - Aftern. -

Even.

4

An explanation to the tables is that most of the use of InterNet takes place during late afternoon or
early night. This means on the other hand that TurGis is used as it should be used an then in the
morning, early afternoon and early evening in order to drew up plans for the next day (see table 5
below).

Table 5
The use called 1 – 4 is related to TurGis and 1 + 2 is a combination of TurGis and linking actor
home page. The use called 5 is a pure use of the extra service in the TurGis system – check of
e-mail.
Use of TurGis during 24 hours
1000
Serie1

Frequence

800

Serie2

600

Serie3

400
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200

Serie5

0
1

2
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4
Even.
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Table 6
Month: 1=june – 2=july – 3=August
24 hours use during 3 months
1200

Frequence

1000
800

Serie1

600

Serie2

400

Serie3

200
0
1

2

3

Night - Morn. - Aftern. -

4
Even.

The table shows that the use increase a lot during the main vacation period. The results also
indicates that the visitors appreciate the TurGis system and the possibilities the service gives.

Table 7
Serie 1=Halltorps Gästgiveri – 2=Byxelkrok – 3=Eriksöre Camping

Frequence

24 hours use at the 3 locations
1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
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4
Even.

The visitors at Halltorp Hotel use the TurGis system more for planning than the visitors at
Byxelkrok Tourist Office and Eriksöre Camping.
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Serie 1=Halltorps Gästgiveri - 2=Eriksöre Camping – 3=Byxelkrok
Month 1=june – 2=july – 3=August
Test areas during the test period

Frequence
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The content
The Agora-project is an Interreg IIIB European funding project. Our project is a sub project within the
Agora-project and it is called “Tourism Marketing via GIS-system in rural destinations”. It has been carried
out by Leif Nilsson, Kalmar University and Göran Andersson, Södertörn University College. The lead
partner in the project is University of Greifswald.
The research project purpose is to investigate and analyze how marketing can be conducted via GIS at
tourism destinations with the following main themes: rural tourism destination, visitor´s needs, destination
attractiveness, marketing process, information element development process, GIS concept, GIS hardware &
software, GIS data and Tourism GIS application.
There are seven main research steps in the project: literature study of main theoretical areas, investigation
of general GIS-technology, learning and development of own hardware and software tools, general
marketing investigation of destination, GIS-information element investigation, structured interviews of
destination visitors and finally test of our GIS-system. Finally we have constructed a tourism GISapplication called TurGis.
We asked the following main questions:
- What characteristics does a rural tourism areas have?
- How can a destination´s attractiveness for visitors be improved?
- How can marketing be organized and conducted in a tourism destination?
- What is information elements concerning tourism destinations and how can it be investigated ?
- What are the main principles for GIS in order to market a tourism destination?
- What sort of GIS hardware and software will be used in the future?
- How will GIS data efficient be handled in a GIS system?
- How will a well-functioning tourism GIS-application look like and how is it built?
- How can a tourism destination be development in general if there is a supporting GIS-system?
- How will a computerized GIS-system be supported by the destination organization?
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